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Garrelt Quandt-Wiese
Relativistic Model for Gravity-Induced Quantum
State Reduction
Abstract A Lorentz invariant model for gravity-induced quantum state reduction is presented, which
is mainly developed from Penrose’s argument that the time translation operator in a superposition
of macroscopic states is ill-defined. The problem to define a Lorentz invariant stochastic dynamics
for the wave-function is solved by assuming that the stochastic time flow is running orthogonal to
the deterministic, unitary time evolution inside the four-dimensional space-time, which makes the
direction of causality independent from the chosen reference frame. This new view allows to accept
Bell’s position on the implication of quantum non-locality on relativity, without having to give up the
Lorentz invariance of the specified dynamics. It is shown that it is possible to formulate on the basis of
this new view a meaningful physical model. The model is also checked for possible higher order effects,
which provide new starting points for experimental research.
Keywords relativistic reduction models · gravity-induced quantum state reduction · quantum
non-locality and relativity
1 Introduction
One of the most challenging problems at the development of models for state reduction
is to make them compatible with relativity. This problem is deeply rooted in the dif-
ferent natures of special relativity and quantum theory as local and non-local theories,
respectively. The conceptual problem for defining a Lorentz invariant time evolution of
the wave-function’s collapse was already pointed out by Aharonov and Albert in 1984
[35]. Aharonov and Albert showed that the assumption of an abrupt change of the wave-
function on a space-like hyperplane and the requirement of relativistic covariance bear
a conflict, which makes a consistent definition of the wave-function’s time evolution on
space-time impossible.
The development of relativistic covariant reduction models has attracted in the last
two decades the interest of many scientists. Relativistic reduction models were de-
voloped for the GRW-approach [12,13,14,15,16], Bohmian Mechanics [17,18,19] and
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2other approaches [20,21,22]. Special aspects and problems of the models are still topics
of current research activities and discussions [23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31].
In this work we present a relativistic reduction model, which is based on the Dio´si-
Penrose approach of gravity-induced quantum state reduction [1,2,3]. The model is
developed from Penrose’s physical argument that the time translation operator in a
superposition of macroscopic states is ill-defined. The derivation of a Lorentz invariant
decay probability from this argument leads to a new approach how to overcome the
conceptual problem pointed out by Aharonov and Albert: State reductions have to be
understood as events on whole space-time regions instead on hyperplanes only.
This work is structured as follows: In Section 2.1 we derive from Penrose’s argu-
ment the well-known decay probability for macroscopic quantum superpositions cor-
responding to the non-relativistic case. In Sections 2.2 - 2.4 the approach is enhanced
towards a dynamical model specifying the system’s stochastic time evolution. The de-
rived non-relativistic model is then used in Section 3 as basis to develop its relativistic
correspondent.
Section 3 starts with the derivation of a Lorentz invariant decay probability (Sec-
tion 3.1). The derived expression requires to replace the competing stationary quan-
tum states at the non-relativistic case by dynamical ones for the relativistic case (Sec-
tion 3.2). From this result and the arguments of Aharonov and Albert it is proposed
to interpret reductions as events on whole space-time regions instead as events on hy-
perplanes only (Section 3.4). This enforces a radical change for the formulation of the
system’s dynamics: The wave-function’s stochastic time flow has to be defined on the
four-dimensional space-time instead on three-dimensional space only. This means in
concrete the introduction of a second stochastic time flow running orthogonal to the
deterministic, unitary time flow inside the four-dimensional space-time. It is shown
that this new view allows also to accept Bell’s position beneath Jarrett’s one on the
implications of quantum non-locality on relativity (see [27]), without having to give up
the Lorentz invariance of the specified dynamics. In Sections 3.5 and 3.6 the approach
is concretized towards a Lorentz invariant equation of motion specifying the system’s
dynamics completely. Section 3.7 deals with the decisive question, whether the new ap-
proach allows a meaningful and consistent physical interpretation, which matches our
experiences. In Section 3.8 the model is analyzed from the signaling point of view. Sec-
tion 3 ends with a discussion of open points and possible perspectives of the proposed
approach.
The concern of Section 4 is to check the model for possible new starting points for
experimental research. In concrete the possibility of correlations between reductions
is investigated, which implicates the existence of regimes with deviant behavior from
Born’s rule (Section 4.1). In Sections 4.2 and 4.3 it is shown that the proposed correla-
tions can be formulated within the relativistic model in such a way that they need not
necessarily lead to faster-than-light signaling. Section 4.4 deals with the question, why
so far all performed quantum mechanical experiments didn’t give any hint on correla-
tions. In Section 4.5 a feasible quantum optical experiment for verification is proposed.
This work ends with Section 4.6 giving an outlook on the possible role of the correlations
for biology.
32 Non-Relativistic Model
2.1 Dio´si-Penrose Approach for Gravity-Induced Quantum State Reduction
Penrose explains gravity-induced quantum state reduction by the ill-definedness of the
time-translation operator in a quantum superposition [2]. The idea can be explained
with the thought experiment of Fig. 1, in which a single photon is split by a semiper-
meable mirror. In case the photon is measured by the detector, a rigid mass inside the
detector (the sphere) is shifted by a small distance to the right. The system evolves
at this experiment into a superposition of two macroscopic states corresponding to the
shifted and not shifted mass. According to the theory of general relativity the super-
posed macroscopic states have slightly different space-time geometries, which means
that a clock at the same position runs with slightly different speeds depending on to
which superposition the clock is assigned. Mathematically the speed of the clock can be
expressed by the derivation of the physical time τ to the time coordinate t (c·t = x0)like
dτ
dt
=
ds
dx0
=
√
g00 ≈ 1 + φ(x)
c2
, (1)
where g00 is the 00-component of the metric tensor, which is in the Newtonian limit
determined by the gravitational potential φ(x) via [38]
g00 = 1 +
2φ(x)
c2
. (2)
Since a clock at the same location runs in the states with different speeds, one can cal-
culate an uncertainty of energy for the superposition by regarding the energy difference
of state 1 in the space-time geometry of state 2 and its own space-time geometry. This
uncertainty of energy is given for state 1 by
∆E1 =
∫
d3xρ1(x)c
2(
dτ2
dt
− dτ1
dt
) =
∫
d3xρ1(x)(φ2(x)− φ1(x)) , (3)
where ρi(x) and φi(x) are the mass-density distributions and gravitational potentials
of the states. The uncertainty of the energy of state 2 in the space-time geometry of
state 1 is given analogous
∆E2 =
∫
d3xρ2(x)c
2(
dτ1
dt
− dτ2
dt
) =
∫
d3xρ2(x)(φ1(x)− φ2(x)) . (4)
Fig. 1 Thought experiment for generating a quantum superposition of a macroscopic rigid mass at two different
locations. In case the photon is measured by the detector, the position of the mass inside the detector is shifted
to the right. The decay time of the superposed macroscopic quantum states, with mass-density distributions
ρ1(x) and ρ2(x), is given by Eq. 5.
4In the Dio´si-Penrose Approach it is assumed that the uncertainty of energy of the
superposition is the physical cause for its decay. The decay time of the superposition
can be calculated from the whole uncertainty of energy of the superposition, which has
to be divided by h¯, like
1
τdec
=
∆E1 +∆E2
h¯
≡ E12
h¯
. (5)
With the expression for the gravitational potential
φi(x) = −G
∫
d3y
ρi(y)
|x− y| , (6)
where G is the gravitational constant, the energy E12 can be written in the well known
form [1,2,3]
E12 = G
∫
d3x d3y
(ρ1(x)− ρ2(x))(ρ1(y)− ρ2(y))
|x− y| . (7)
For rigid masses E12 expresses the energy, which is needed to separate the masses
of the states 1 and 2 from each other, assuming that gravitation acts between these
masses [2].
The decay time of Eq. 5 is used to define for the system a stochastic time flow
assuming Heisenberg reductions. This stochastic time flow is described by the following
two equations
∆pdec = (E12/h¯)∆t , (8)
pstab = 1− (E12/h¯)∆t . (9)
The first equation describes the probability that the system undergoes an Heisenberg
reduction (either in favor of state 1 or 2) in the time-interval ∆t, and the second one
that the system stays stable during ∆t.
2.2 Phenomenological Introduction of Born’s Rule
The quantum state occurring at the thought experiment of Fig. 1 can formally be
described by the superposition of two macroscopic states like
|ψges〉 = c1 |ψ1〉+ c2 |ψ2〉 . (10)
The wave-function |ψges〉 shall describe here always the whole system, consisting in the
thought experiment of Fig. 1 of the photon source, the photon, the mirror and the
detector.
To simplify all following discussions let’s assume that our system can be described by
a wave-function of N distinguishable particles, where the position of each particle shall
be localized around a certain location. The wave-functions of the macroscopic states
|ψi〉 can then be written as
ψi(x1...xN ) = δ˜1(x1 − xˆ1i)δ˜2(x2 − xˆ2i)...δ˜N (xN − xˆNi) , (11)
5where xˆ1i , xˆ2i ... are the particles’ locations and δ˜1(x), δ˜2(x)... are functions localized
around x = 0, satisfying the normalization:
∫
d3xδ˜j(x)δ˜j(x) = 1. The time dependency
of the wave-function in Eq. 11 is skipped, since it is explicitly not needed for the following
discussions. Let’s assume that also the photon of experiment 1 can be modeled as a
particle in the sense of Eq. 11.
With the specific form for the wave-function of Eq. 11 one can define for the macro-
scopic states |ψi〉 their corresponding mass-density distributions ρi(x). At the experi-
ment of Fig. 1 the mass-density distributions of |ψ1〉 and |ψ2〉 differ only in the sur-
rounding of the rigid mass. At the photon source they are identical (see Fig. 1).
The ratio of the states squared amplitudes |c1|2/|c2|2 is determined by the splitting
rate of the mirror and for the amplitudes applies the normalization
|c1|2 + |c2|2 = 1 . (12)
Born’s rule can be plugged in phenomenologically into the approach by splitting the
decay probability ∆pdec of Eq. 8 into the two probabilities ∆p1→2 and ∆p2→1 describing
the decay of state 1 in favor of 2 and vice versa:
∆pdec = ∆p1→2 +∆p2→1 . (13)
To satisfy Born’s rule ∆p1→2 and ∆p2→1 have to be chosen like
∆p1→2 = (E12/h¯)|c2|2∆t
∆p2→1 = (E12/h¯)|c1|2∆t . (14)
The amplitude changes corresponding to the Heisenberg reductions of Eqs. 14 are
given for the decay of state 1 in favor of 2 (∆p1→2) by
|c1|2 ⇒ 0
|c2|2 ⇒ |c2|2 + |c1|2 , (15)
and for the other decay direction accordingly.
2.3 Generalization to Superpositions of more than two States
The approach can be generalized to superpositions of more than two states, whose
wave-functions can be written as
|ψges〉 =
∑
i
ci |ψi〉 . (16)
The coupling term of Eq.7 turns then to a symmetrical matrix
Ekl = G
∫
d3x d3y
(ρk(x)− ρl(x))(ρk(y)− ρl(y))
|x− y| , (17)
with vanishing diagonal elements (Ekk = 0). The matrix elements (Ekl = Elk) can be
interpreted as coupling strengths between the states l and k, describing the differences
6of their space-time geometries. The matrix Ekl will be denoted in the following as the
Couplings Matrix.
The decay probabilities of Eqs. 14 can be generalized for more than two states to
∆pk→l = (Ekl/h¯)|cl|2∆t
∆pl→k = (Ekl/h¯)|ck|2∆t , (18)
and the Heisenberg jumps of Eqs. 15 to
|ck|2 ⇒ 0
|cl|2 ⇒ |cl|2 + |ck|2 , (19)
which conserve the normalization ∑
i
|ci|2 = 1 . (20)
Note that result 18 implicates that a quantum superposition of more than two states
can not decay in a single step, since Eqs. 18 describe only the concurrency of a pair of
states k and l. A superposition of more than two states has therefore to decay in steps,
pair by pair.
2.4 Stochastic Equation of Motion
With the derived results the system’s stochastic time flow can be specified like
∆pk→l = Ekl(t)|cl|2 ∆t , (21)
pstab = 1 −
∑
k=1..D(t)
∑
l=1..D(t)
Ekl(t)|cl|2 ∆t , (22)
whereas these equations describe in analogy to Eqs. 8 and 9 the probability for a change
of the system (state k decays in favor of l) and that it stays stable during the time
interval ∆t. The quantity D in Eq. 22 is the dimension of the Couplings Matrix Ekl.
Fig. 2 Thought experiment for generating a superposition of three macroscopic states, using the same kind of
detectors as introduced with Fig. 1. In the discussion of this experiment in Fig. 3 it assumed that the mirror’s
splitting rates are chosen in such a way that all three photon beams have equal intensities.
7Fig. 3 Example of a possible time flow (given by the stochastic equations of motions 21 and 22) for the exper-
iment of Fig. 2. The upper part shows snapshots of the wave-function at different times, which is represented
as a superposition of macroscopic quantum states. The lower part visualizes the corresponding behavior of the
macroscopic states amplitudes |ci|
2 (represented by the thicknesses of the dots) and the couplings strengths of
the Couplings Matrix Ekl (Eq. 17), which are represented by the thicknesses of the connecting lines. At time t1
the photon is still before the first mirror. At t2 the photon has passed the first mirror and we get a superposition
corresponding to the transmitted and reflected photon. At t3 the photon has reached all three detectors and
their rigid masses inside are already shifted. Here one has now a superposition of three macroscopic states
with different space-time geometries corresponding to the non-vanishing couplings E12, E23 and E13. Between
t3 and t4 a reduction of state 2 (corresponding to a photon detection in detector 2) in favor of state 1 has
occurred and between t4 and t5 there is a further reduction of state 3 also in favor of state 1.
Note that the Couplings Matrix Ekl is time dependent: In the experiment of Fig. 1
Ekl is at the beginning zero and approaches a constant value, when the rigid mass
has reached its final position. Also the dimension D of Ekl depends on time: At each
reduction (state k decays in favor of state l) the dimension of Ekl decreases by one. The
dimension of Ekl increases, if a state splits due to its unitary evolution into two states.
This is in the experiment of Fig. 1 the case, when the photon is split by the mirror.
With the stochastic equations of motion 21 and 22 one can determine for each ex-
periment the set of all possible reduction scenarios and their probabilities. A reduction
scenario is characterized by the sequence of the occurring reduction events and by the
points in time, at which they occur. From the set of all reduction scenarios and their
probabilities one can determine the final reduction probabilities of the experiment’s
states. Since the model was aligned according to Born’s rule, this procedure yields for
the state’s reduction probabilities:
predi = |ci|2 . (23)
8We end Section 2 with an example how the specified dynamics behaves in a concrete
experiment. Fig. 2 shows a setup, in which a photon is split by two mirrors into three
beams, which shall have all the same intensity. The photon is measured at each beam
with the same kind of detector as introduced in Fig. 1.
The upper part of Fig. 3 shows how the wave-function evolves at this experiment
with increasing time. At the lower part the corresponding amplitudes of the superposed
states |ci|2 and the Couplings Matrix Ekl are visualized: The thicknesses of the dots
indicate the amounts of |ci|2 and the thicknesses of the connection lines the strengths
of the couplings Ekl.
At time t2 the system evolves into a superposition corresponding to the transmitted
and reflected photon, but the coupling Ekl between the two states is still zero. At t3
the system is in a superposition of three states, corresponding to the cases that the
photon is detected in the first, the second or the third detector respectively. Here we
have a three-dimensional Couplings Matrix and all three couplings E12, E23 and E13
have the same amount. Between t3 and t4 a reduction of state 2 in favor of state 1 has
occurred. The dimension D of Ekl decreases at this reduction by one. Between t4 and
t5 a further reduction of state 3 also in favor of state 1 has occurred . At this transition
the dimension of Ekl reduces to one.
93Relativistic Model
In this section the relativistic correspondent to the non-relativistic model of the previous
chapter will be derived. In the following sub-section we go back into the derivation of
the Dio´si-Penrose approach (Section 2.1) with the aim to find the Lorentz invariant
correspondent for the decay probability of Eqs. 7 and 8.
3.1 Lorentz Invariant Decay Probability
Let’s go back to Eq. 3 of the derivation of the Dio´si-Penrose approach and let’s assume
that this equation refers to a reference frame, in which ρ1(x) is at rest. Then ρ1(x) can
be replaced by the 00-component of the energy momentum tensor like
ρ1(x)c
2 ⇒ T 001 (x) . (24)
Regarding only small elongations of the metric tensor gαβ from the Minkowski metric
ηαβ like
gαβ = ηαβ + hαβ with |hαβ| << 1 , (25)
the expression dτi/dt in Eq. 3 can be approximated like
dτ
dt
=
√
g00 ≈ 1 + 1
2
h00 , (26)
which leads to
∆E1 =
∫
d3xT 001 (x)(
1
2
h200(x)−
1
2
h100(x)) . (27)
Since we refer to the reference frame, at which ρ1(x) is at rest, the 00-component of
the energy momentum tensor T αβ is the only non-vanishing component. Therefore the
product T 00h00 in Eq. 27 can be replaced by the tensor product T
αβhαβ. With this
replacement the expression for the Couplings Matrix Ekl (Eq. 17) turns to
Ekl = −1
2
∫
d3x(T αβk (x)− T αβl (x))(hkαβ(x)− hlαβ(x)) . (28)
This result is not yet Lorentz invariant, since already the three dimensional volume
element d3x is not a scalar.
With Eqs. 8 and 28 the decay probability ∆pk↔l describing the concurrency between
the state l and k (i.e. l decays in favor of k or vice versa) can be written in the form
∆pk↔l = − 1
2h¯
∫
d3x∆t(T αβk (x)− T αβl (x))(hkαβ(x)− hlαβ(x)) . (29)
From this result and the fact that the four dimensional volume element d4x is a
scalar (see e.g. [38]) follows that the decay probability due to the difference of T αβ and
hαβ in a four-dimensional volume element d
3xc∆t = d4x is a Lorentz scalar, whereas
the whole integral of Eq. 29 is not, which can be verified by studying examples.
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We therefore regard in the following decay probabilities corresponding to the dif-
ference of T αβ and hαβ in small four-dimensional volume elements d
4x. This Lorentz
invariant decay probabilities can be written as1
∆pk↔l = − 1
2h¯c
∆klT
αβ(x)∆klhαβ(x)d
4x , (30)
where the abbreviations
∆klT
αβ(x) ≡ (T αβk (x)− T αβl (x))
∆klhαβ(x) ≡ (hkαβ(x)− hlαβ(x))
, (31)
the four-dimensional volume element
d4x = d3xc∆t , (32)
and the four dimensional space vector
x = (ct,x) = (x0, x1, x2, x3) (33)
were introduced. Result 30 is the relativistic correspondent of the Dio´si-Penrose ap-
proach (Eqs. 7, 8). It expresses explicitly that state reduction is governed by the differ-
ences of the states’ space-time geometries.
The introduction of Born’s rule leads in analogy to Eqs. 18 to
∆pk→l = E˜kl(x)d
4x|cl|2
∆pl→k = E˜kl(x)d
4x|ck|2 , (34)
where the matrix field E˜kl(x) with
E˜kl(x) ≡ − 1
2h¯c
∆klT
αβ(x)∆klhαβ(x) (35)
was introduced, which will be denoted in the following as the Couplings-Matrix Field.
The Couplings-Matrix Field E˜kl(x) measures the differences of the states space-time
geometries at a location x.
Before the implications of this result will be discussed in the next section, an example
shall be given how the Couplings-Matrix Field looks like at a concrete experiment. For
1 From result 30 arises the question, whether this probability is always positive. For all experiments
discussed in this work, one can easily verify with Eq. 36 that this is the case. But at special situations
the Couplings-Matrix Field E˜
kˆlˆ
(x) (Eq. 35) can also become negative. To get an idea how to interpret
this case, one has to regard the transition between the non-relativistic and the relativistic approach.
For the Couplings Matrix Ekl at the non-relativistic case one can show that it is always positive,
since it describes e.g. for rigid masses the energy, which is needed to separate the superposed states,
assuming that gravitation acts between them. But parts of the integrand of Eq. 7 can also become
negative. From this one can conclude that a negative Couplings-Matrix Field leads for the transition
probabilities of Eqs. 34 to an inversion of the decay direction: That means that the upper equation of
Eqs. 34 describes then the decay of state l in favor of k and the lower one the decay state k in favor
of l.
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Fig. 4 Thought experiment like the one of Fig. 1 for generating a quantum superposition of a shifted and
not shifted rigid mass. The experiment is arranged in such a way that all relevant movements (the one of the
photon and the rigid mass) occur only in x1-direction, which simplifies the following discussions using space-
time diagrams. The x2-direction is therefore put in brackets. The lower part of the figure shows the occurring
Couplings-Matrix Field E˜12(x) (Eq. 35) in the space-time diagram, which is spanned by x1 and ct. Displayed
is the area, where E˜12(x) is bigger than zero. According to Eq. 36 the Couplings-Matrix Field E˜12(x) between
the states 1 and 2 is only non-vanishing at regions, where the shifted and not shifted rigid mass do not overlap.
The shape of the displayed area corresponds to the assumption that the rigid mass is moved in case of a photon
detection with a constant velocity until the mass has reached after a short time its final position.
this it is helpful to have a look at the non-relativistic correspondent of Eq. 35, which is
given by (compare Eqs. 3 and 4)
E˜kl(x) = − 1
h¯c
∆klρ(x)∆klφ(x) , (36)
where the expressions ∆kl are defined analogous to Eqs. 31.
The experiment of Fig. 4 expresses the same idea as the experiment of Fig. 1, but
the setup is modified to make the following discussions more convenient: Firstly, the
rigid mass inside the detector is now a cube. Secondly, the setup is arranged in such a
way that all movements (of the photon and the rigid mass) occur only in x1-direction.
All other dimensions can be suppressed (the x2-direction of the experiment of Fig. 4 is
therefore put in brackets).
The lower part of Fig. 4 visualizes the regions in space-time (restricted here to the
x1- and the ct-direction), where the Couplings-Matrix Field E˜12(x) is non-vanishing.
The shape of these regions corresponds to the case that the rigid mass is moved in case
of a photon detection with a constant velocity until it has reached its final position.
According to result 36 the Couplings-Matrix Field is only non-vanishing at the left and
right side of the cube in the areas, where the shifted and not shifted cube do not overlap.
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3.2 Classical Scenarios: Macroscopic Quantum States with a Complete
Time Evolution
To understand the implications of the Lorentz invariant transition probability of Eq. 30,
let’s have a look at the calculation of the quantities T αβi (x) and h
i
αβ(x) in this equation.
In the non-relativistic case (Eq. 36) the calculation of the correspondent quantities ρi(x)
and φi(x) from a quantum state |ψi〉 is evident: Each macroscopic quantum state |ψi〉
has here at a defined point in time t a well defined mass density distribution ρi(x), and
from Eq. 6 follows the corresponding gravitation potential φi(x).
In the relativistic case the situation is different. The relation between T αβ(x) and
hαβ is given by a solution of the linearized field equation
(
1
c2
∂2
∂t2
−∆)hαβ = −16piG
c4
(Tαβ − T
2
ηαβ) (37)
in terms of a retarded potential [38]
hαβ(x, t) = −4G
c4
∫
d3x′
Sαβ(x
′, t− |x− x′|/t)
|x− x′| , (38)
where Sαβ is defined by
Sαβ = Tαβ − T
2
ηαβ (39)
and T by T αα. Result 38 shows that it is not sufficient to know |ψi〉 at one point in
time. To calclulate hiαβ(x) one has to know its whole time evolution, at least on the
past light-cone of x.
We introduce therefore so called Classical Scenarios Ci, which are an extension of
the macroscopic quantum states in the sense that they are states with a complete time
evolution. The Classical Scenarios shall be characterized by the fact that they never go
into a superposition and have therefore for all times a well defined classical mass-density
distribution. Consequently they can’t follow for all times the unitary evolution and are
no solutions of Schro¨dinger’s equation.
Following this approach the wave-function of the Classical Scenarios can be written
in analogy to Eq. 11 as
ψi(x1...xN , t) = δ˜1(x1 − xˆ1i(t), t)δ˜2(x2 − xˆ2i(t), t)...δ˜N (xN − xˆNi(t), t) , (40)
where xˆ1i(t), xˆ2i(t)... are the particles’ trajectories and the localized functions depend
now also on time.
In concrete experimental situations, as e.g. the one of Fig. 4, the Classical Scenarios
can be constructed with the following simple recipe: One starts with the macroscopic
states, which correspond in the experiment of Fig. 4 to the shifted and not shifted mass,
and follows their time evolution backwards in time. This leads for the experiment of
Fig. 4 to the Classical Scenarios C1 and C2 visualized in Fig. 5. The figure shows the
trajectories (restricted to the x1-direction) of the photon and the rigid mass inside the
detector. The Scenario C1 corresponds to the case that the photon is reflected at the
mirror. Scenario C2 corresponds to the case that the photon is passing the mirror and
measured by the detector, which leads to the shift of the rigid mass.
13
Fig. 5 Classical Scenarios C1 and C2 occurring at the experiment of Fig. 4, where C1 corresponds to the case
that the photon is reflected at the mirror and C2 to the case that the photon is detected and the rigid mass
is shifted after detection to the right. According to the Classical Scenarios’ definition (Eq. 40) the photon and
the rigid go inside a Classical Scenario never into a superposition and have therefore well defined trajectories,
as shown in the figure.
It is evident that the Classical Scenarios’ wave-functions follow at the point in time,
when the photon is either reflected by the mirror or transmitting it, not the unitary
time evolution of Schro¨dinger’s equation. The question, whether this definition of the
Classical Scenarios makes sense from the physical point of view, will be followed up
in Section 3.4. At the moment it is only of interest that we have with this definition
objects in place, for which the energy momentum tensor T αβi (x) and its corresponding
metric field hiαβ(x) can be calculated.
The replacement of the stationary macroscopic quantum states in the non-relativistic
case by the dynamical Classical Scenarios in the relativistic case gives already a pre-
view on the discussion, which will be opened in Section 3.4: If one applies the abrupt
amplitude change of a Heisenberg reduction (Eq. 19) to the Classical Scenarios, the
wave-function will not change only at all points in space corresponding to the reduction
time, but on a whole region in space-time, since the Classical Scenarios are defined as
objects with a complete time evolution.
But before following up this issue, we have first to introduce further terms and to
give for the Couplings-Matrix Field E˜kl(x) a more precise definition, which will be the
subject of the next section.
3.3 Bundling of Classical Scenarios and the Amplitude Field
Fig. 6 shows two experiments of the type of Fig. 4, which are executed simultaneously,
but which shall be far separated so that they can’t influence each other. For this case one
has to construct formally four Classical Scenarios as shown in Fig. 7 corresponding to all
combinations of outcomes of the left and right experiment. Since the two experiments
are far separated, the Classical Scenarios C11′ and C12′ should be indistinguishable from
each other at the location of the left experiment. A proper criterium, whether Classical
14
Scenarios are distinguishable at a location x, might be defined in terms of all possible
local observables for the Classical Scenarios’ wave-functions.
If two Classical Scenarios are indistinguishable at a location x from their wave-
functions’ point of view, they have to be treated in terms of the Couplings-Matrix
Field E˜kl(x) as one state, which is indicated at the lower part of Fig. 6 by the merge
of the dots representing the Classical Scenarios’ amplitudes. Although we have four
Classical Scenarios, the dimension of the Couplings-Matrix Field D is at the left and
right experiment only two, as shown in the lower part of Fig. 6. This merging of Classical
Scenarios will be denoted in the following as bundling. Classical Scenarios have to be
bundled at a location x, when they are indistinguishable from their wave-functions’
point of view at this location, which means in concrete that they are indistinguishable
in terms of all possible local observables, which can be defined with help of their wave-
functions for the location x.
The bundling of Classical Scenarios can be introduced mathematically as follows:
First we introduce bundled indexes kˆ and lˆ like
kˆ ⇔ (k1, ...kp)
lˆ ⇔ (l1, ...lq)
, (41)
Fig. 6 Two experiments of the type of Fig. 4, which are executed at the same time, but which are so far
separated that they can’t influence each other. The lower part of the figure visualizes the occurring Amplitude
Field |ciˆ|
2(x) and Couplings-Matrix Field E˜kˆlˆ(x) in space-time and their relation to the experiments four
Classical Scenarios C1,1′ , C1,2′ , C2,1′ and C2,2′ specified in Fig. 7. The Amplitude Field and the Couplings-
Matrix Field are specified at special locations by the inserts, which use the same kind of visualization as
introduced in Fig. 3. The bundling of Classical Scenarios (Eq. 41 and 42) is visualized by an overlap of the
dots. At the location of the left experiment the Classical Scenarios C1,1′ and C1,2′ and C2,1′ and C2,2′ are
indistinguishable and therefore bundled together.
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which means that a bundled index kˆ represents a set of Classical Scenarios with indexes
k1,... ,kp, where p is the number of Classical Scenarios in the set. Next we define squared
amplitudes for the bundles like
|ckˆ|2 ≡ |ck1|2 + ...|ckp|2
|clˆ|2 ≡ |cl1|2 + ...|clq |2
. (42)
The Couplings-Matrix Field for the bundled Classical Scenarios will be denoted by
E˜kˆlˆ(x), where the dimension of the matrix is given by the number of bundles. Since the
criterium for bundling depends on location, the dimension D of the Couplings-Matrix
Field is location dependent.
The tuple consisting of the bundles amplitudes
|ciˆ|2(x) ≡ (|c1ˆ|2(x), ...|cDˆ(x)|2(x)) , (43)
will denoted in the following as the Amplitude Field. This field is in contrast to the
tuple of the Classical Scenarios’ amplitudes |ci|2 location dependent, since the criterium
for bundling depends on the location x. The Amplitude Field satisfies the normalization∑
iˆ=1..Dˆ(x)
|ciˆ|2(x) = 1 . (44)
The space-time diagram in the lower part of Fig. 6 gives an example for the location
dependency of the Amplitude Field |ciˆ|2(x) and the Couplings-Matrix Field E˜kˆlˆ(x).
The inserts of the figure use the same visualization for the couplings strength of E˜kˆlˆ(x)
and |ciˆ|2(x), as introduced with Fig. 3: Before the left or right photon have entered
the mirrors, all four Classical Scenarios are indistinguishable from each other and are
bundled together (see the lowest insert of the figure). Here the dimension D(x) of
E˜kˆlˆ(x) and |ciˆ|2(x) shrinks to one. After the photons are split by the mirrors two pairs
Fig. 7 Classical Scenarios occurring at the experiment of Fig. 6. The four scenarios correspond to all combi-
nations of possible outcomes of the left and right experiment.
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Fig. 8 This figure visualizes the transition between bundling and not bundling for the two Classical Scenarios
drawn at the right. The figure uses the visualization for the Amplitude and Couplings-Matrix Field introduced
at Fig. 3. The bundling depends on whether the Classical Scenarios are distinguishable at a location x from
their wave-function’s point of view.
of Classical Scenarios are distinguishable respectively, which increases D(x) to two. But
the couplings strength of E˜kˆlˆ(x) is still zero (see the two inserts drawn at the photon
lines). Only after the photon detections and at the locations, at which the shifted and
not shifted masses do not overlap, the couplings strength of E˜kˆlˆ(x) becomes bigger than
zero (see inserts corresponding to the locations of the detectors).
A problematic point of the introduced bundling is that it is not possible to define a
clear cut-off criteria, whether Classical Scenarios are distinguishable from each other.
This issue might be solved in a next step of the model by defining a smooth transition
between the two cases, which are visualized in Fig. 8. The modeling of such a transition
could be as follows:
The decision, whether two Classical Scenarios are bundled together, is steered by a
probability function depending on how much the Classical Scenarios distinguish from
each other at a location x. This requires to find a proper measure for the difference of
the Classical Scenarios. This kind of modeling could have its physical justification in
fluctuations of the quantum fields. But fortunately such a refinement of the model has no
big impact on its predictions, since the final reduction probabilities follow independently
from bundling Born’s rule.
The introduction of bundling changes the so far derived results as follows: The tran-
sition probabilities of Eqs. 34 modify to
∆pkˆ→lˆ = E˜kˆlˆ(x)d
4x|clˆ|2
∆plˆ→kˆ = E˜kˆlˆ(x)d
4x|ckˆ|2
, (45)
and the amplitude changes of the Heisenberg reductions of Eq. 19 apply now for the
bundled amplitudes
|ckˆ|2 ⇒ 0
|clˆ|2 ⇒ |clˆ|2 + |ckˆ|2
. (46)
The Classical Scenarios’ amplitudes |cki|2 and |clj |2 inside the bundles kˆ and lˆ behave
at the decay of kˆ in favor of lˆ like
|cki|2 ⇒ 0
|clj |2 ⇒ |clj |2 + (|clj |2/|clˆ|2) |ckˆ|2
, (47)
i.e. the value |ckˆ|2 of the decaying bundle kˆ is distributed on the winning amplitudes
|clj |2 proportional to their amount.
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Fig. 9 Thought experiment like the one of Fig. 2 for generating a superposition of three macroscopic states. To
simplify the discussions (using space-time diagrams) the experiment is arranged analogously to the experiment
of Fig. 4 in such a way that all relevant movements occur only in x1-direction. The lower part of the figure
visualizes analogously to the lower part of Fig. 6 the occurring Amplitude Field |ciˆ|
2(x) and Couplings-Matrix
Field E˜kˆlˆ(x) in space-time. Inside detector 1 the Classical Scenarios C2 and C3 (see Fig. 10) corresponding to
a photon detection in detector 2 and 3 have to be bundled together. Due to this bundling the dimension of the
Amplitude- and Couplings-Matrix Field does at no location become bigger than two. This leads to a different
decay tree of the experiment (see Fig. 11) than predicted for the same experiment with the non-relativistic
model (see Fig. 3).
Fig. 10 Classical Scenarios occurring at the experiment of Fig. 9. The three Classical Scenarios C1, C2 and
C3 correspond to the cases that the photon is detected in detector 1, 2 or 3 respectively.
With the introduced bundling formalism one can easily verify that the left and right
experiment of Fig. 6 reduce independently from each other: A reduction of the bundle
C11′/ C12′ in favor to the bundle C21′/ C22′ , due to a reduction in the left detector,
does neither change the Amplitude Field |ciˆ|2(x) nor the Couplings-Matrix Field E˜kˆlˆ(x)
at the location of the right experiment.
This section shall end with an example how bundling changes the decay scenarios of
the three detector experiment of Fig. 2. For this discussion we modified the experiment
of Fig. 2 in the way that again all relevant movements can be restricted to the x1-
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Fig. 11 Set of possible reduction scenarios (displayed in form of a tree) in terms of all possible transitions
of the Classical Scenarios amplitudes |ci|
2 for the experiment of Fig. 9. The displayed transitions can be
recapitulated with help of Eqs. 47.
direction only. The result of this modification is shown in Fig. 9. Fig. 10 shows the
corresponding three Classical Scenarios occurring at this experiment.
Fig. 11 shows the set of possible reduction scenarios (in form of a tree) in terms
of all possible transitions of the Classical Scenarios’ amplitudes. This result can be
recapitulated with help of Eqs. 47.
By comparing Fig. 11 with Fig. 3 one sees that one gets different transitions for the
Classical Scenarios’ amplitudes. Whereas we have in Fig. 3 the transition (1
3
, 1
3
, 1
3
) ⇒
(2
3
, 0, 1
3
), the corresponding transition in Fig. 11 looks like (1
3
, 1
3
, 1
3
) ⇒ (1
2
, 0, 1
2
). This is
due to the fact that we have for the experiment of Fig. 2 a three-dimensional Couplings
Matrix (see Fig. 3), whereas the Couplings-Matrix Field E˜kˆlˆ(x) at the experiment of
Fig. 9 becomes at no location bigger than two (see lower part of Fig. 9). The reason that
the dimension of the Couplings-Matrix Field E˜kˆlˆ(x) of the experiment of Fig. 9 never
exceeds this value is due to the fact that e.g. inside detector 1 the Classical Scenarios
corresponding to a detection in the other detectors (2 and 3) can’t be distinguished
from each other at this location (see left insert of the lower part of Fig. 9).
3.4 Reductions as Events on whole Space-Time Regions
In this section the question will be discussed how reductions have to be interpreted
from the wave-function’s point of view. At the non-relativistic model the wave-function
changes abruptly for all points x in space corresponding to the point in time, when
the states’ amplitudes change abruptly according to Eqs. 19. This view can not be
sustained in a relativistic model, since the space-like hyperplanes, at which the wave-
function changes abruptly, have to be chosen differently for each reference frame. This
problem was already pointed out by Aharonov and Albert in 1984, who showed that
the assumption of an abrupt change of the wave-function on a space-like hyperplane
and the requirement of relativistic covariance bear a conflict, which makes a consistent
definition of the wave-function’s time evolution on space-time impossible [35].
At Figs. 12 this problem is visualized: Diagram a) shows the photon’s word-line in
space-time for the experiment of Fig. 4. Since the photon has to vanish instantaneously
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at the left path, if it is measured by the detector at the right, the left world-line of the
photon has to end at a different point, if one changes the reference frame. Diagram a)
shows the end point of the photon’s world-line at the left path for a reference frame with
velocity v = 0, and diagrams b) and c) for reference frames with velocities v > 0 and
v < 0 respectively. From these results it follows that one can’t claim that the photon’s
world line ends at a defined point in space-time.
In a recent paper N. Gisin has shown that one has at stochastic reduction models not
only a problem to define the wave-function in a covariant way, but that this problem
occurs also for the probabilities [29].
Hellwig and Kraus proposed in 1970 [32] that the wave-function changes abruptly on
the surface of the past light-cone corresponding to the measurement point. This idea is
visualized in diagram d). A problematic point of this proposal is that global variables,
as e.g. the total charge, are not properly defined anymore [33,34,13]: If one replaces
in thought the photon of Fig. 4 by an electron and the mirror by a Stern-Gerlach
apparatus, the total charge of the electron will be after reduction for the reference
frame drawn in diagram d only e/2 instead of e.
All these problems can be avoided, if one applies the amplitude changes described
by Eqs. 47 to the Classical Scenarios with their complete time evolution, as will be
shown below. This procedure follows naturally from the relativistic decay probability
Fig. 12 Discussion of the experiment of Fig. 4 from the wave-function’s point of view. The diagrams a, b and
c construct the expected end of the left photon line of the experiment of Fig. 4 for different reference frames
with velocities v = 0, v > 0 and v < 0. The diagrams show that the end depends on the chosen reference
frame. Figure d visualizes the proposal of Hellwig and Kraus [32], which assumed that the photon line ends
on the hyper-surface of the past light-cone of the measurement point. This proposal bears the problem that
global variables, like e.g. the particle’s total charge (replace in thought the photon by an electron), depend on
the chosen reference frame. For the drawn reference frame the electron’s charge would be only e/2.
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derived in Section 3.1, since the calculation of the decay probability of Eq. 30 requires
objects with a complete time evolution, as discussed in Section 3.2. But this has a deep
implication for the formulation of the systems dynamics: Since in the superposition of
Fig. 12a the photon has moved on the left and right path as well, a part of the time
evolution that has already occurred has to be revised later: In case the superposition
reduces to the Classical Scenario C2 of Fig. 5, at which the photon has traveled only on
the right path, the traveling of the photon on the left path has then to be revised. This
enforces to formulate the dynamics for reduction on an own axis running orthogonal
to the normal time flow corresponding to the unitary time evolution inside the four-
dimensional space-time.
This way of describing the systems dynamics is visualized in Fig. 13 for the thought
experiment of Fig. 4: The new axis for the reduction dynamics is labeled by ctR and
the usual time corresponding to the unitary evolution in space-time is labeled by tU .
At the beginning the system is in a superposition of the Classical Scenarios C1 and C2
(compare Fig. 5), which is denoted in Fig. 13 by S0. In this superposition the photon
has passed on the left and right pass as well. At a certain time tR the system reduces
to C2 corresponding to the case that the photon has traveled on the right path only.
Let’s return to the question, whether this way of formulating the system’s dynamics
can solve the problems of Hellwig’s and Kraus’ proposal and the problems pointed out
by Aharonov and Albert. The problem with global variables, as e.g. the total charge of
an electron, is solved by the approach, since the total charge of the Classical Scenarios
C1 and C2 of Fig. 5 (replace the photon in thought by an electron) is for any reference
frame the charge e of the electron. The same applies also for the superposition S0 of
C1 and C2.
Fig. 13 Visualization of the idea that the stochastic time flow (ctR-axis) runs orthogonal to the deterministic
time flow (ctU -axis) inside the four-dimensional space-time for the experiment of Fig. 4. At the beginning the
system is in a superposition S0 of the Classical Scenarios C1 and C2 (see Fig. 5). After reduction the system
has reduced to the Classical Scenario C2 corresponding to the case that the photon has traveled only on the
right path.
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Fig. 14 The figure visualizes how the introduction of the stochastic time flow (tR-direction) running orthog-
onal to the unitary, deterministic one inside the four-dimensional space-time changes the direction of causality
and that the new direction of causality is not affected by changes of the chosen reference frame anymore. The
figure shows also that in the new time flow a faster-than-light causality between the space-like separated points
a and b does not lead to a contradiction anymore, which allows to accept Bell’s position - that the correlations
in EPR experiments imply a faster-than-light causality - without having to give up the Lorentz invariance of
the specified dynamics.
The problem pointed out by Aharonov and Albert is also solved: The wave-function
before reduction is defined for all reference frames by S0 and after reduction by C2
(see Fig. 13). The problem to specify a consistent wave-function for all reference frames
could be overcome, since the wave-function is now defined on a five-dimensional space
(spanned by the four-dimensional space-time and the new ctR-axis) instead on the usual
space-time only, and that the abrupt changes of the wave-function occur in tr-direction
instead of the reference frame dependent tU -direction.
But the introduction of the orthogonal stochastic flow on the four-dimensional space-
time opens a further interesting perspective: The direction of causality changes from
tU -direction to tR-direction and the direction of causality is therefore not affected by
changes of the chosen reference frame anymore, as visualized in Fig. 14. This result is
of interest for the recent debate about Bell’s and Jarrett’s position on the implications
of quantum non-locality on relativity [27,28]. Jarrett position, which was in the last
decades the general accepted one, claims that a violation of Outcome Independence (i.e.
the observed correlations between measurement results in EPR-experiments), does not
come in conflict with relativity, i.e. does not imply a faster-than-light causality between
the measurements on the left and right particle of an EPR pair. T. Norsen has refreshed
in his article [27] the position of Bell, who sees in a violation of Outcome Independence
a conflict with relativity.
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Fig. 14 shows that an assumed causality between two space-like separated points
a and b leads in the conventional way to formulate the dynamics to a contradiction
(in the lower left diagram of the figure the direction of causality has to be inverted),
whereas this conflict does not exist anymore, if the stochastic time flow (and causality) is
running orthogonal to the four-dimensional space-time, as shown in the right diagrams.
It is not the intention of the author to judge in this paper the positions of Bell
and Jarrett, but the new way of formulating the dynamics allows to accept also Bell’s
position without having to give up the Lorentz invariance of the specified dynamics
(the dynamics will by specified and its Lorentz invariance will be shown in the following
sections).
The new way of formulating the dynamics allows in principle also a violation of
Parameter Independence (i.e. faster-than-light signaling) without having to give up the
Lorentz invariance. It is not the intention of the author to make this paper to a proposal
for faster-than-light signaling. The analysis of the specified dynamics in Sect. 3.8 will
show that the proof of Ghirardi [9] that quantum non-locality can’t be used for faster-
than-light signaling is also applicable to the proposed reduction model. But nevertheless
in Sect. 4 a possible higher order effect will be discussed, which could, but need not
lead to faster-than-light signaling.
The radical change of formulating the system’s dynamics rises the following ques-
tions, which will be investigated in the next sections:
1. Is it possible to define for this approach a consistent and Lorentz invariant stochastic
equation of motion (Sections 3.5 and 3.6)?
2. Does the new view on reality - assuming a stochastic time evolution running orthog-
onal to the unitary one inside the four-dimensional space-time - allow a meaningful
physical interpretation, which matches with our experiences (Section 3.7)?
3. How does the approach behave from the signaling point of view (Section 3.8)?
Before entering this agenda in detail a comment shall be given on an aspect of the
approach, which might look for many at first like a contradiction: It is a matter of fact
that the new time evolution defines for each time step from tR to tR+∆tR the complete
time evolution of the wave-function ψi(x1, ..xN , tU) over tU again and that this time
evolution concerns also times tU being in the future. The seemingly contradiction can
be resolved by the argument that the time flow over tU is a deterministic one. That
means, if one knows ψi(x1, ..xN ) for one time tU , one can calculate it for all other
times (as well for the past and the future). Therefore the proposed time evolution can
formally be restricted to a time evolution of ψi(x1, ..xN ) over tR only, since for each
ψi(x1, ..xN , tR) the missing time evolution over tU can be constructed with help of the
unitary transformation.
But this does not give an answer on the question how to interpret ψi(x1, ..xN , tU , tR)
physically: Which meaning has e.g. ψi(x1, ..xN , tU , tR) for a time tU being much big-
ger than tR (tu >> tR)? The answer to this question requires first to define how the
two times tU and tR are linked together, which will be done in the next two chapters
specifying the system’s equation of motion.
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3.5 Stochastic Equation of Motion
Before defining the equation of motion we have to introduce some formalism how to de-
scribe the system’s stochastic flow over tR in terms of transitions between superpositions
of Classical Scenarios.
For a superposition of Classical Scenarios, as e.g. S0 in Fig. 13 (consisting of C1 and
C2), it is sufficient to know the amount of their amplitudes (or what amounts to the
same their squared amplitudes |ci|2). A superposition of several Classical Scenarios Ci
with squared amplitudes |ci|2 can therefore be denoted in the form
Si = |c1|2C1 ⊕ |c2|2C2 ⊕ |c3|2C3... . (48)
This notation has to be interpreted from the wave-function’s point of view as follows:
If the wave-functions of two Classical Scenarios Ci and Cj are identical on a space-like
hyperplane, corresponding to a certain time tref of a reference frame, which is at the
experiment of Fig. 4 the case before the photon has entered the mirror, the amplitude
of their common wave-function is given by |ccom|2 = |ci|2 + |cj|2. In case the Classical
Scenarios’ wave-functions are not identical on the hyperplane, their wave-functions will
be superposed as usual.
The stochastic time flow of the system in tR-direction can formally by described as
a sequence of superpositions Si like
S0
x1,d4x
=⇒ S1 x2,d
4x
=⇒ S2 x3,d
4x
=⇒ ... , (49)
where the transitions between the superpositions are caused by reductions. The transi-
tion probabilities from a superposition Si−1 to the superposition Si (due to the difference
of the Classical Scenarios’ space-time geometries in the volume element d4x at location
xi) are given by Eqs. 45 and the changes of the Classical Scenarios’ amplitudes by
Eqs. 47. Fig. 15 visualizes the stochastic flow described by Eq. 49.
Fig. 15 Visualization of the stochastic time flow described by Eq. 49, which is modeled as a sequence of
superpositions Si of Classical Scenarios (Eq. 48). The transitions between the superpositions are caused by
reductions occurring at locations xi and times tRi . The causality of the time flow is only in the direction of
the tR-time.
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With the introduced notation we are now able to develop the equation of motion.
If one follows the equations of motion 21 and 22 developed for the non-relativistic case
in Section 2.4, the correspondent relativistic time flow would be given for a reference
frame with time coordinate tref by
∆pkˆ→lˆ = E˜kˆlˆ(x)|clˆ|2d3xc∆tref with tref(x) ∈ [tref , tref +∆tref ] (50)
pstab = 1−
∫
tref (x)∈[tref ,tref+∆tref ]
p˜dec(x)d
4x , (51)
where the abbreviation
p˜dec(x) =
∑
kˆ=1,..D(x)
∑
lˆ=1,..D(x)
E˜kˆlˆ(x)|clˆ|2 (52)
was introduced. Eq. 50 describes the probability for a reduction from a superposition
Si to a superposition Si+1 (corresponding to the decay of the bundle kˆ in favor of lˆ) in
the time interval [tref , tref +∆tref ], whereas Eq. 51 is the probability that the systems
stays stable during this time interval.
The analysis of this approach shows that if one calculates with it the probabilities of
all possible reduction scenarios they depend on the chosen reference frame. Therefore
the equation of motion has to be formulated in a different way.
From physical intuition one expects that the questions asked to the superposition by
Eqs. 50 and 51, whether it wants to reduce to an other superposition or to stay stable,
should have a physical origin and should not depend on an arbitrarily chosen reference
frame. This leads us to the postulation of so called Reduction Waves: The wavefronts of
the Reduction Waves Wr shall start at a birth points xr and propagate with increasing
time tR like
Wr(tR)⇔ |x− xr| = ctR . (53)
Fig. 16 Visualization of the difference at the calculation of a time step ∆t for the stochastic equations of
motions 50, 51 (referring to the time step to the hyperplane of a reference frame) and 54, 55 (referring to the
time-step to the hyperbolic wavefront of the Reduction Wave) for the thought experiment of Fig. 4.
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Fig. 17 Possible time flow for the thought experiment of Fig. 9 showing explicitly the movement of the
Reduction Wave’s wavefront with increasing time tR. It is assumed that the drawn Reduction Wave causes
at x1 a reduction of the superposition S0 (being a superposition of the Classical Scenarios C1, C2 and C3)
towards the superposition S1 (being a superposition of C1 and C3) and that the Reduction Wave causes at x2
a further reduction of S1 towards S2, which is identical to the Classical Scenario C3.
By replacing in the calculation of a time step with Eqs. 50 and 51 the hyperplane
corresponding to a reference frame by the hyperbolic wavefront of the Reduction Wave
one gets
∆pkˆ→lˆ = E˜kˆlˆ(x)|clˆ|2d3xc∆tR with |x− xr| ∈ [ctR, ctR + c∆tR] (54)
pstab = 1−
∫
|x−xr|∈[ctR,ctR+c∆tR]
p˜dec(x)d
4x , (55)
where d3x is a volume element on the Reduction Wave’s wavefront. This equation of
motion is Lorentz invariant, since the distance |x − xr| is a Lorentz scalar. Fig. 16
visualizes the difference of the calculation of a time step of Eq. 50 and Eq. 54, referring
to the time step either to the hyperplane of a reference frame or the hyperbolic wavefront
of the Reduction Wave.
Fig. 17 gives an example for the introduced Reduction Waves: It shows a possible
reduction scenario of the experiment of Fig. 9 including the propagation of the Reduc-
tion Wave’s wavefront with increasing time tR. It is assumed that the drawn Reduction
Wave causes at x1 a reduction of the superposition S0 (being a superposition of the
Classical Scenarios C1, C2 and C3) towards the superposition S1 (being a superposi-
tion of C1 and C3) and that the Reduction Wave causes at x2 a further reduction of
S1 towards S2, which identical to the Classical Scenario C3.
It is evident that equations of motion 54 and 55 can’t be the final result, since they
distinguish the birth point xr of the Reduction Wave from all other ones. The concept
of Reduction Waves has therefore to be put on a broader basis, which will be done in
the next section.
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3.6 Stochastic Equation of Motion with Simultaneous Reduction Waves
To work out the concept of Reduction Waves in more detail, one has to get an idea about
the their physical origin. In this section we follow the hypothesis that reductions could
be the origins of new Reduction Waves. This implies that one gets several Reduction
Waves in parallel.
From now we are leaving the regime, where the system’s dynamics can be developed
straightforward from the original idea (that the time translation operator is ill-defined).
The proposed Reduction Waves should be regarded as a first approach to describe the
physical cause triggering the decay of superpositions. In a next step of the model, they
might be replaced by something better. But to give the reader an idea how the model
finally works, the author decided to specify the dynamics of the Reduction Waves in
detail. An important criterion for the specification of the dynamics is that the Reduction
Waves (and all concepts, which might replace them in the future) follow a Lorentz
invariant equation of motion.
All readers, for which the following specification of the Reduction Waves’ dynamics
might become too technical, can continue with Sect. 3.7.
For the introduction of the Reduction Waves into the model, we make the following
assumptions:
Firstly, the birth points of the Reduction Wave xr shall coincide to the reduction
points xi according to Eq. 49. Secondly, it is assumed that each Reduction Wave r can
be modeled by an own Amplitude Field, which is labeled by ∆r|ciˆ|2(x), and that the
Amplitude Field |ciˆ|2(x) is given by the sum of all Reduction Waves’ Amplitude Fields:
|ciˆ|2(x) =
∑
r
∆r|ciˆ|2(x) . (56)
Thirdly, it is assumed that the Amplitude Field ∆rnew |ciˆ|2(x), of a new created Reduc-
tion Wave rnew, is mainly given by the change of the Amplitude Field |ciˆ|2(x) occurring
at the reduction rnew. Fourthly, it is assumed that the Reduction Waves’ Amplitude
Fields can only be positive.
From these four assumptions and the fact that a Reduction Wave propagates accord-
ing to Eq. 53 only into the future light-cone of its birth point xr, which will be labeled
in the following by Aflcr , the Amplitude Field of a new created Reduction Wave rnew
has to be given by
∆rnew |ciˆ|2(x) = (|c′iˆ|2(x)− |ciˆ|2(x)) ·


1 x ∈ Aflcrnew ∧ |c′iˆ|2(x) ≥ |ciˆ|2(x)
0 x ∈ Aflcrnew ∧ |c′iˆ|2(x) ≤ |ciˆ|2(x)
0 x /∈ Aflcrnew
, (57)
where |ciˆ|2(x) is the Amplitude Field before and |c′iˆ|2(x) the Amplitude Field after the
reduction event occurring at xrnew . The change of the Amplitude fields (|c′iˆ|2(x)−|ciˆ|2(x))
can be determined from the amplitude changes of the Classical Scenarios, which are
given by Eqs. 47.
Case 1 of Eq. 57 expresses assumption 3 that the amplitude change of the Amplitude
Field is assigned to the new created Reduction Wave. Case 3 of Eq. 57 comes simply
from the fact, that the Reduction Wave does not propagate outside the future light-cone
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Fig. 18 This figure explains how a common time tR for all Reduction Waves can be defined. The idea is to
follow all Reduction Waves up to a common root-Reduction Wave coming in the figure out of point x0.
of xrnew , and case 2 expresses assumption 4 that the Reduction Wave’s Amplitude Field
can’t become negative.
Since the normalization of the Amplitude Field∑
iˆ=1..Dˆ(x)
|ciˆ|2(x) = 1 , (58)
has to be conserved at each reduction, the Amplitude Fields of the already existing
Reduction Waves have also to change by the reduction occurring at xrnew . It is assumed
that the Reduction Waves’ Amplitude Fields follow normally at reduction proportional
to the change of the Amplitude Field like: ∆r|ciˆ|2(x) ∝ |ciˆ|2(x). This leads to
∆r|c′iˆ|2(x) = ∆r|ciˆ|2(x) ·


1 x ∈ Aflcrnew ∧ |c′iˆ|2(x) ≥ |ciˆ|2(x)
(|c′
iˆ
|2(x)/|ciˆ|2(x)) x ∈ Aflcrnew ∧ |c′iˆ|2(x) ≤ |ciˆ|2(x)
(|c′
iˆ
|2(x)/|ciˆ|2(x)) x /∈ Aflcrnew
. (59)
Since inside the future light-cone of xrnew the amplitude change of the Amplitude Field
is assigned to the new created Reduction Wave, the Amplitude Fields of the other
Reduction Waves do not change here (case 1 of Eq. 59). In case that a component of
the Amplitude Field vanishes completely (due to a decay of a bundle kˆ in favor of lˆ),
the corresponding components of all Reduction Waves will also vanish. This is explicitly
expressed by the cases 2 and 3 of Eq. 59. If the Amplitude Field increases outside the
future light-cone of xrnew , the existing Reduction Waves will follow here proportional
the Amplitude field (∆r|ciˆ|2(x) ∝ |ciˆ|2(x)), which is also expressed by case 3 of Eq. 59.
Further below an example will be given, how this definition of Reduction Waves looks
like in a concrete experiment.
Since we have several Reduction Waves in parallel, we have to define a common
time parameter tR for them. This is possible by following all Reduction Waves up to a
common root wave. The idea is explained at Fig. 18 and can mathematically formulated
as
ctR(x) = |x− xr|+ |xr − xr−1|+ ...|x1 − x0| , (60)
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where tR(x) defines the time tR for a point x on the wavefront Wr of the Reduction
Wave r (Eq. 53). The labels r−1, r−2 ... refer to the father, grandfather ... Reduction
Waves (coming out of the birth points xr−1, xr−1...) until up to the root Reduction
Wave labeled with 0. The definition of the Reduction Wave’s wavefront (Eq. 53) are
defined for the common tR-time by
Wr(tR)⇔ |x− xr| = ctR − ctRr , (61)
where tRr is the tR-time corresponding to the Reduction Wave’s birth point xr.
An important aspect of the model is that the Reduction Waves’ wavefronts do not
cover the whole universe, but that their Amplitude Fields are only different from zero
in a certain area around their birth points xr. To express this aspect explicitly in the
terminology of the model, we introduce the effective wavefront of a Reduction Wave
W effr (tR) as follows
W effr (tR) ≡Wr(tR) ∩ Achar , (62)
where Achar is defined as the area, in which the Amplitude Field changes due to the
reduction r. Achar , which will be denoted in the following as the Impact Area of the
reduction, it is mathematically defined by
Achar ⇔ |c′iˆ|2(x)− |ciˆ|2(x) 6= 0 . (63)
To get an idea about the Impact Area, lets have a look at the experiment of Fig. 1: In
case the superposition (according to the states with mass-density distributions ρ1(x)
and ρ2(x)) reduces, the overall mass-density distribution changes only at the location
of the detector, but not at the location of the photon source. The Impact Area of the
reduction occurring in the detector is therefore mainly limited to the surrounding of
the rigid mass inside the detector.
With the introduced Reduction Waves’ Amplitude Fields the equations of motion
54 and 55 modify to
∆pkˆ→lˆ = E˜kˆlˆ(x)∆r|clˆ|2d3xc∆tR with x ∈ W effr (tR) (64)
pstab = 1−
∑
r
∫
x∈W effr (tR)⊗c∆tR
p˜dec,r(x)d
4x , (65)
where p˜dec,r(x) is defined by
p˜dec,r(x) =
∑
kˆ=1,..D(x)
∑
lˆ=1,..D(x)
E˜kˆlˆ(x)∆r|clˆ|2 . (66)
The expression W effr (tR)⊗ c∆tR in Eq. 65 stands for a four-dimensional volume given
by the wavefront W effr (tR) with the thickness c∆tR in the propagation direction of the
Reduction Wave. The sum in Eq. 65 over r expresses that we can have several Reduction
Waves in parallel.
With these results the system’s dynamics is now fully specified: The state of the
system is defined for a time tR by its superposition Si and its Reduction Waves’ wave-
fronts W effr (tR). With increasing time tR the wavefronts W
eff
r (tR) move on and the
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Fig. 19 Thought experiment, in which two experiments of the type of Fig. 4 are coupled in the way that
the second experiment is only performed, if the photon is detected in the first experiment. For this experiment
one gets the three Classical Scenarios C1, C2.1 and C2.2 corresponding to the three possible outcomes of the
setup. It is assumed that the Classical Scenarios’ amplitudes are given in the beginning by |c1|
2 = 0.2 and
|c2.1|
2 = |c2.2|
2 = 0.4, and that at x1 a reduction occurs, which reduces the system in favor to a superposition
of C2.1 and C2.2 only. The lower part of Fig. 19 visualizes the Amplitude Field and Couplings-Matrix Field
before and after this reduction and shows also the Classical Scenarios’ amplitudes corresponding to these cases.
system can undergo reductions (Si → Si+1) according to Eq. 64. The Reduction Waves’
Amplitude Fields change at these reductions according to Eqs. 57 and 59.
The question, whether the new equations of motion with simultaneous Reduction
Waves are still Lorentz invariant will be pursued in the next section.
This section shall end with an example how the introduced Reduction Waves behave
in a concrete experiment: Fig. 19 shows an experiment consisting or two experiments of
the type of Fig. 4, where the second experiment is triggered by the first one in case the
photon is measured by the detector. For this setup we get the three Classical Scenarios
C1, C2.1 and C2.2 corresponding to the three possible outcomes of the experiment, as
shown in the figure. It is assumed that the Classical Scenarios’ amplitudes are given at
the beginning by |c1|2 = 0.2 and |c2.1|2 = |c2.2|2 = 0.4, and that at x1 a reduction occurs,
which reduces the system in favor to a superposition of C2.1 and C2.2 only. The lower
part of Fig. 19 visualizes the Amplitude Field and Couplings-Matrix Field before and
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Fig. 20 Diagram a) visualizes for the experiment of Fig. 19 the Impact Area Acha1 of the reduction at x1
and the effective wavefronts of the initial Reduction Wave (W eff0 (tR)) and the at x1 created Reduction Wave
(W eff1 (tR)) for a time shortly after the reduction at x1. Diagram c) shows the same for a later point in
time, when the wavefronts W eff0 (tR) and W
eff
1 (tR) hit the detection process occurring in the second detector.
Diagrams b) and d) show for diagrams a) and c) respectively the Reduction Waves’ Amplitude Fields on the
effective wavefronts W eff0 (tR) and W
eff
1 (tR).
after this reduction and shows also the Classical Scenarios’ amplitudes corresponding
to these cases.
Fig. 20 shows what happens in this experiment from the Reduction Wave’s point of
view: Diagram a) visualizes the Impact Area Acha1 of the reduction at x1, which was
defined as the area, in which the reduction causes a significant change of the Amplitude
Field. This area is colored in bright gray outside the future light-cone of x1 and in dark
gray inside the future light-cone. Inside the future light-cone of x1 and shortly after the
reduction at x1 the Impact Area A
cha
1 is limited to the surrounding of the first detector,
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since the reduction changes only here the Amplitude Field. With increasing time the
Impact Area Acha1 becomes broader. At the upper part of diagram a) it covers also the
second detector. Outside the future light-cone of x1 (referring to what happened before
the reduction) the Impact Area Acha1 covers mainly the left and right path of the photon,
which is measured by the first detector.
Beside the Impact Area Acha1 diagram a) visualizes also the effective wavefront
W eff0 (tR) of the Reduction Wave, which caused the reduction at x1, and the effec-
tive wavefront W eff1 (tR) of the Reduction Wave, which was created by the reduction
at x1. Diagram a) shows the location of both wavefronts for a time shortly after the
reduction at x1.
Diagram c) shows both wavefronts for a later point in time, when the wavefronts
hit the detection process occurring in the second detector. Note that in the diagrams it
is assumed that the effective wavefront W eff0 (tR) of the initial Reduction Wave covers
the whole space. The effective wavefront W eff1 (tR) of the created Reduction Wave is
limited per definition (see Eq. 62) to the Impact Area Acha1 of the reduction at x1.
Diagrams b) and d) show for diagrams a and c respectively the Reduction Waves’
Amplitude Fields on the effective wavefronts W eff0 (tR) and W
eff
1 (tR).
From diagram b) one can see that the Amplitude Fields of W eff0 (tR) and W
eff
1 (tR)
have shortly after reduction only one component. These components refers to the Clas-
sical Scenarios C2.1 and C2.2, which are bundled together at the location of the first de-
tector. The amplitude of the new created Reduction Wave is given by ∆1|ciˆ|2(x) = (0.2).
Its amount of 0.2 corresponds to the amplitude of the Classical Scenario Ci (|c1|2 = 0.2),
which decayed at the reduction at x1 (compare lower part of Fig. 19). For the amplitude
of the initial Reduction Wave W eff0 (tR) one has to distinguish two cases: Outside the
future light-cone of x1 it is 1, and inside only 0.8 (corresponding to case 1 of Eq. 59),
since the increase of the Amplitude Field inside the future light-cone is fully assigned
to the new created Reduction Wave (∆1|ciˆ|2(x) = (0.2)).
Diagram d) shows the situation, when the two wavefronts W eff0 (tR) and W
eff
1 (tR)
have reached the second detector. Since the two Classical Scenarios C2.1 and C2.1 are
not bundled together anymore, the components of the Reduction Waves’ Amplitude
Fields split in two components. For W eff1 (tR) one gets the splitting (0.2) ⇒ (0.1, 0.1)
and for W eff0 (tR) (inside the Impact Area A
cha
1 ) the splitting (0.8)⇒ (0.4, 0.4).
The area outside the Impact Area Acha1 is only covered by the effective wavefront
W eff0 (tR) of the initial Reduction Wave, which has here one component (∆0|ciˆ|2(x) =
(1)) referring to the bundle of the C2.1 and C2.2.
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3.7 Physical Interpretation of the Model
To get an idea how the equations of motion for simultaneous Reduction Waves derived
in the last section behave, let’s regard a system, whose unitary evolution produces
permanently new superpositions. From the fact that the effective wavefronts of the
single Reduction Waves have a limited extension and that they move with increasing
time tR through space-time, the Amplitude- and Couplings-Matrix Field of the system
could look like the one drawn in Fig. 21, in which three regimes (past, now, future) can
be distinguished. The past, now and future regime are characterized as follows:
The past-regime regime is characterized by the fact that the Reduction Waves have
already passed this region. Here the dimension of the Couplings Matrix-Field E˜kˆlˆ(x)
has reduced to one and the only remaining amplitude |c1ˆ|2(x) of the Amplitude Field
is 1.
The now-regime is the regime, in which the Reduction Waves’ wavefronts are cur-
rently propagate. Here the dimension of the Couplings Matrix-Field E˜kˆlˆ(x) is low, but
bigger than one.
The future-regime is characterized by the fact that the Reduction Waves have not
yet reached this region. Here the dimension of the Couplings Matrix-Field E˜kˆlˆ(x) is
very high and the single amplitudes |ciˆ|2(x) of the Amplitude Field have to become
very small due to the normalization of Eq. 58.
Fig. 21 The figure characterizes the Amplitude Field |ciˆ|
2(x) and Couplings-Matrix Field E˜kˆlˆ(x) for a sys-
tem that permanently produces new superpositions. Three regimes can be distinguished: The past-regime is
characterized by the fact that the reduction waves have already passed this region. Here the dimension of the
Amplitude Field |ciˆ|
2(x) has reduced to one and the only remaining amplitude is 1. The now-regime is the
regime, in which the Reduction Waves’ wavefronts currently propagate and the future-regime was so far not
reached by the Reduction Waves. Here the Amplitude Field |ciˆ|
2(x) has many components and the couplings
of the Couplings-Matrix Field E˜kˆlˆ(x) become stronger than in the now-regime, as explained in the text. The
now-regime moves with increasing time tR towards the future-regime.
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The now-regime distinguishes from the other two regimes by the fact that only here
the single amplitudes |ciˆ|2(x) of the Amplitude Field change significantly with tR. In the
future-regime the amplitudes |ciˆ|2(x) are so small that they can’t undergo significant
changes, and in the past regime |c1ˆ|2(x) is constantly 1.
The result of Fig. 21 matches with our experience according to the past, the now
and the future, which can be characterized like:
1. Events happened in the past can’t change anymore.
2. Events happen only at the now. They depend on the events already happened in the
past (history) and the current state of the system.
3. The future provides a big manifold of options (characterized by the high dimension
of the Amplitude Field |ciˆ|2(x)), which will be decided step by step, when the now-
regime moves towards the future-regime.
The second statement that the system is only governed by its history and its current
state requires to have a closer look: Fig. 22 shows an example, where the effective
wavefront W effr (tR) according to the reduction point xr is very broad, and where the
corresponding Reduction Wave triggers after a short time a further Reduction Wave at
xr+1 with wavefront W
eff
r+1(tR). In this case we get a wavefront traveling ahead of the
now regime.
But such kinds of Reduction Waves can have only a very low impact on the system’s
behavior, which can be explained as follows: If the system generates permanently new
superpositions with a constant rate, the dimension of the Couplings Matrix-Field E˜kˆlˆ(x)
increases exponentially with its distance ∆tU to the now-regime. Consequently the
amplitudes |ciˆ|2(x) of the Amplitude Field decrease exponentially with ∆tU . Since the
couplings E˜kˆlˆ(x) of the Couplings Matrix-Field increase in usual situations not stronger
Fig. 22 This figure shows a situation, in which a Reduction Wave’s wavefront travels ahead of the now regime.
Such a case occurs, when the effective wavefront of a Reduction Wave is very broad (in the figure W effr (tR))
and a second Reduction Wave (W effr+1(tR)) is created shortly after the birth of the first one. The impact of
such a Reduction Wave on the system decreases exponentially with the distance ∆tU to the now-regime as
explained in the text.
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Fig. 23 Thought experiment to demonstrate that one has for experiments performed in a resting or moving
train the same environment from the Reduction Waves’ point of view. At diagram a) several experiments of the
type of Fig. 4 are put on a train, where the experiments are repeated periodically. This equipment produces
permanently new Reduction Waves, which are visualized in diagram b). When the train is moving the common
wavefront of these Reduction Waves align to the reference frame corresponding to this movement, as shown in
diagram c).
than linear with ∆tU ,
2 the impact of Reduction Waves in the future regime decreases
very fast with ∆tU .
We return now to the question left open in the last section, whether the equations
of motion with simultaneous Reduction Waves are Lorentz invariant. From Fig. 21 one
can see that the sum of all currently active Reduction Waves distinguish a particular
reference frame from all others. The sum of these wavefronts do not form an inflexible
straight line, but the reference frame of an observer traveling with a velocity of almost
c will be for a fixed time tref unavoidably partly in the future and partly in the past
regime.
But although we have not Lorentz invariance from this point of view (the whole
system’s point of view), the model is Lorentz invariant in the sense that any experiment
that will be performed in a moved reference frame (e.g. on a train) will lead to identical
results: At Fig. 23a several experiments of the type of Fig. 1 are put on a train. Each
of this experiments shall be repeated after a defined period of time. According to our
model this equipment generates periodically new Reduction Waves. Fig. 23b shows how
these wavefronts behave, if the train is at rest, and Fig. 23c, when the train is moving
2 Assume e.g. at the experiment of Fig. 1 that the mass inside the detector moves after detection with a
constant velocity.
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with a constant velocity v to the right. From this follows that an experimenter inside the
train sees from the Reduction Waves’ point of view in both cases the same environment.
Experiments performed in the resting and moving train will lead therefore to identical
results.
3.8 Signaling
In this section the model’s behavior from the signaling point of view shall be discussed
with a concrete example: Fig. 24 shows an EPR-experiment in the version of Bohm: Two
spin 1/2 particles, which total spin of zero, are propagating in opposite directions, where
the spin direction of the left particle is measured with help of a Stern-Gerlach apparatus.
The lower part of the figure shows the Classical Scenarios C1 and C2 occurring at this
experiment. The Classical Scenarios are visualized here not (like e.g. in Fig. 5) by the
particles’ trajectories in space-time, but by their traces in three-dimensional space.
The signaling properties of the model shall be analyzed by investigating the question,
whether a modification of the experiment at the location of the right particle can influ-
ence the measurement result for the left particle. For our model we have to distinguish
two different kind of modifications: Firstly, U-modifications, which are local modifica-
tions of the Hamiltonian, and secondly, R-modifications, which are local changes of the
couplings of the Couplings-Matrix Field E˜kˆlˆ(x). The effect of both kind of modifications
shall be investigated separately.
Fig. 24 Bohm’s version of an EPR experiment with a pair of spin 1/2 particles and total spin of zero. The
lower part shows the Classical Scenarios occurring at this experiment, which are visualized here not in the
usual way by the particle’s trajectories in space-time, but by their traces in three-dimensional space.
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For the U-modification we regard a rotation of the magnetic field’s gradient at the
right particle from the x3-direction towards the x2-direction. This change has an impact
on the occurring Classical Scenarios as shown in Fig. 25a: We now get four Classical
Scenarios instead of two.
To show that the U-modification at Fig. 25a does not influence the result of the
left measurement, one has to show that the Classical Scenarios amplitudes of the not
modified and modified experiment satisfy the identities |c1|2 = |c1a|2+ |c1b|2 and |c2|2 =
|c2a|2 + |c2b|2. The general proof of this can be derived from the existing proofs for the
impossibility of faster-than-light signaling in quantum mechanics (see e.g. [9]), which are
mainly based on the argument that the modification-Hamiltonian for the right particle
and the measurement-Hamiltonian for the left particle commutate with each other.
Fig. 25b gives an example for an R-modification, which is done by inserting detectors
at the two traces of the right particle. The proof that these modifications can’t change
the measurement results for the left particle follows simply from the fact, that the
final reduction probabilities (i.e. the measurements’ results) follow always Born’s rule
(Eq. 23).
An important aspect of the model according to its signaling behavior is that the
decision, whether to apply a modification to the right particle, can’t come from out-
side the system. This can be explained with the fact that e.g. the Classical Scenarios
corresponding to the rotated gradient in Fig. 25a have to be constructed before the
Fig. 25 This figure discusses for the EPR experiment of Fig. 24 the impact on the measurement of the
left particle by modifications done at the location of the right particle: Diagram a) shows an U-modification
(a local modification of the Hamiltonian), done by a rotation of the magnetic gradient from the x3-direction
towards the x2-direction. Diagram b) shows an R-modification, done by inserting detectors into the beams of
the particle.
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experiment is started. The decision, whether to apply a modification, has therefore
to be steered by the regarded system itself. It can e.g. be steered by the result of a
measurement.
The signaling behavior of such kind of experiments can be reduced to the discussed
U- and R-modifications.
The introduction of the stochastic time flow running orthogonal to the deterministic
one inside the four-dimensional space-time opens in principle the possibility for signaling
backwards in time, i.e. a signal transfer from a point x towards a point y, which is located
in the past light-cone of x. The impossibility of such signal transfers is covered by the
above considerations.
The correct direction of causality (i.e. only into the future light-cone) is explicitly
addressed in the model by the fact that the Reduction Waves propagate only into the
future light-cones of their birth points.
3.9 Discussion
The most important issue, which has to be solved, if one wants to promote the proposed
model for gravity-induced quantum state reduction towards a theory, is to find a calculus
how to derive the Classical Scenarios from the system’s wave-function in a defined way.
This requires first of all to find for the non-relativistic case the corresponding procedure
how to split a stationary state into the set of macroscopic quantum states needed for
the calculation of the Couplings Matrix Ekl (Eq. 17).
For the experiments discussed in this work the choice of the macroscopic quantum
states and Classical Scenarios was fortunately evident, which allowed to define the
experiments’ stochastic time evolutions precisely. But to be able to describe the general
case, a defined procedure for determining the Classical Scenarios is needed. Such a
procedure has to be defined on the basis of quantum field theory. It would provide a
mapping from the quantum field towards the Amplitude Field |ciˆ|2(x).
The requested mapping should also put the bundling of Classical Scenarios on a
broader basis: The problematic point here was the bundling criteria, the question
whether Classical Scenarios are distinguishable at a location x. The clustering of Clas-
sical Scenarios towards the Amplitude Field might be modeled in terms of a statistical
process, which is controlled by parameters measuring the differences of Classical Sce-
narios at a location x. The physical origin for this could be fluctuations of the quantum
field.
A question one might ask is, how a next generation of the model could be formulated
mathematically? A vision of the author is that the abrupt jumps of the wave-function
corresponding to the Heisenberg reductions could be formulated smoothly. This would
mean that the Classical Scenarios’ amplitudes would undergo after reduction a defined
time flow over tR until they have reached their final values. At such an enhancement of
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the model the quantum superpositions have to be regarded as labile equilibriums, which
decay is triggered by a statistical process, whose physical origin is the ill-definedness of
the time-translation operator.
This would lead to an equation of motion (for the wave-function, the Amplitude
Field |ciˆ|2(x) or whatever) with time derivatives to the tU -time and the tR-time as well.
Such an equation of motion could then lead (in a natural way) to the new stationary
solutions of the system after reduction, which are nothing else as the proposed Classical
Scenarios.
Another perspective of the requested equation of motion could be to describe also
the propagation of the proposed Reduction Waves, e.g. in terms of time derivatives
according to tR.
The big challenge of the requested formulation is to address both the local and non-
local features of nature. In the current approach non-locality is addressed by the Clas-
sical Scenarios, whose amplitude changes affect whole regions in space-time, whereas
the Reduction Waves propagate according to a local equation of motion.
A further interesting question is, whether the proposed reduction model can be
generalized to situations, where the space-time curvature can’t be described by the
linearized field equations anymore (Eq. 25). The key elements of the proposed model
should be adaptable to this case: Firstly, the propagation of the Reduction Waves’
wavefronts can also be defined on a strongly curved space-time. Secondly, the idea
of a stochastic time flow over tR running orthogonal to the deterministic one inside
space-time is not restricted to a flat space-time.
Section 3 shall end with a consideration, whether the introduction of the second time
flow over tR is only a price we have pay for the relativistic covariant reduction model,
or if it provides new perspectives?
A long term perspective of the development of reduction models (i.e. a quantum
theory without observer) should be to find a perspective how to embed consciousness
into the world view of physics, as demanded by several leading physicists (see e.g. [36]
and [4]). The quantum physicist Henry Stapp proposed to identify consciousness events
with reductions [36]. If one interprets reductions in the conventional way as abrupt
changes of the wave-function at a point in time, a consciousness event would then
correspond to only a snapshot of the brain’s activity. From the conclusion of this work,
that reductions are events on whole space-time regions, a consciousness event could then
be represented by a reduction corresponding to a neuronal process covering a certain
period of time, which is e.g. needed to recognize an object.
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4Higher Order Effects: Possibility of Correlations between
Reductions
Although the derived relativistic model for quantum state reduction solves in contrast
to its non-relativistic counterpart an important conceptional problem of state reduction,
it does at first not predict any effects providing new starting points for experimental
research. Therefore we have to refer for the verification of gravity-induced quantum
state reduction to the existing experimental proposals [5,6,7].
But the key problem for establishing a theory of quantum state reduction is that
we have so far too few experimental facts for developing and verifying a theoretical
approach. Therefore our model shall be checked for possible higher order effects, which
could provide new starting points for experimental research. Even if these effects might
be regarded as speculative, they deserve attention, provided that they could lead us to
new starting points. This section will not present a systematic search for such effects,
it concentrates on one idea only.
Our current knowledge about state reduction might be characterized by the following
issues:
1. The measurement process forces a reduction of the state vector (where even this
statement can be regarded as a postulate rather than a fact).
2. The measured reduction probabilities are fairly good described by Born’s rule.
3. The nature of state reduction is nonlocal, demonstrated by instantaneous correlations
of measurement results in EPR-experiments (see e.g. [8]).
4. The non-locality of state reduction can’t be used for faster-than-light signaling [9].
5. How much mass can be involved in a superposition, before it decays naturally by
state reduction, is still an open question (the problem is to distinguish the real
reduction phenomenon from decoherence).
The experimental proposals of Marshall et al. [5] and van Wezel et al. [7] try to
prove the existence of macroscopic quantum superpositions involving a certain amount
of mass. These proposals are confronted with the problem that the existence of macro-
scopic quantum superpositions can only be shown by demonstrating quantum interfer-
ence between the superposed states. Since one needs for a significant decay rate many
particles3, a realization of these proposals is currently out of reach.
We concentrate therefore in this work on a possible higher order effect, which is not
confronted with this problem: The in the next section proposed correlations between
reductions will predict regimes with deviant behavior from Born’s rule, where the devi-
ations are independent from the coherence of the superposed states. This fact enables
the design of feasible experiments.
3 Note that Eq. 5 predicts for a superposed sphere of water (where both parts are far separated from each
other) a decay time in the order of seconds [4].
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4.1 Correlations in the Non-Relativistic Model
To explain the idea of correlations between reductions let’s regard the superposition
and Couplings Matrix visualized in Fig. 26: In case that state 2 decays in favor of state
3, it is guessed that this reduction can have an impact on the remaining concurrencies
between state 1 and 3 or state 4 and 3: Since the amplitude of state 3 is increasing at
this reduction and we have non-vanishing couplings between this state and the states
1 and 4 (E13 > 0, E43 > 0), the decay direction of the concurrencies 1↔ 3 and 4↔ 3
could be influenced in favor of state 3, as indicated in the figure. This effect would lead
to changed reduction probabilities than predicted by Born’s rule.
In this section a mathematical formulation for the correlation effect will be presented.
It will be used to calculate the results of a thought experiment that will be designed in
the following:
For the design of the requested experiment it is important to have in mind that
the proposed correlation effect requires at least a three-dimensional Couplings Matrix,
since a correlation can only occur, if the superposition decays in at least two steps.
Since we want to extend the investigation of the correlations in Section 4.3 also to
the relativistic model, we are looking by now for a thought experiment generating a
three-dimensional Couplings-Matrix Field (which implicates automatically also a three-
dimensional Couplings Matrix). The experiment of Fig. 9 does not satisfy this condition:
It provides like the experiment of Fig. 2 a three-dimensional Couplings Matrix, but its
Couplings-Matrix Field is only two-dimensional, as shown at the lower part of Fig. 9.
The experiment of Fig. 9 has therefore to be modified, as shown in Fig. 27:
Analogous to the experiment of Fig. 9 a photon is split into three beams of equal
intensities. But the experiment’s detectors are modified: The rigid masses inside the de-
tectors are removed. Instead of that the detectors have now a switch with the positions
”detected”/ ”not detected” allowing to store the experiment’s result persistently. This
new kind of detectors shall be designed in a way that their mass-density-distributions
Fig. 26 This figure explains the idea of correlations between reductions: In case that state 2 decays in favor
of state 3, it is guessed that this reduction can have an impact on the remaining concurrencies between state
1 and 3 or state 4 and 3: Since the amplitude of state 3 is increasing at this reduction and we have non-
vanishing couplings between this state and the states 1 and 4 (E13 > 0, E43 > 0), the decay direction of the
concurrencies 1 ↔ 3 and 4 ↔ 3 could be influenced in favor of state 3. This effect would lead to changed
reduction probabilities than predicted by Born’s rule.
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Fig. 27 Experiment that generates in contrast to the experiment of Fig. 9 a three-dimensional Couplings-
Matrix Field E˜kˆlˆ(x). This is achieved by transferring the reduction of the occurring three Classical Scenarios
(corresponding to photon detections in detector 1, 2 and 3) to the Reducer. In case the photon is detected in
detector 2 the Reducer’s mass is shifted to the right. At a photon detection in detector 1 or 3 an electric field
is applied to the mass either in x1- or in x2-direction. This ensures that the Classical Scenarios C1 and C3
are distinguishable at the location of the mass from their wave-functions’ point of view, and that they have to
be treated as separate Classical Scenarios in terms of the Amplitude Field, as shown in the lower part of the
figure. Since only the photon detection at detector 2 causes a shift of the Reducer’s mass, one gets a structure
for the Couplings-Matrix Field E˜kˆlˆ(x) that distinguishes the Classical Scenario C2 from the others.
shall change during the detection process as little as possible. This allows the detectors
to stay for a long time in the superposition of the ”detected”- and ”not detected”-state.
These kind of detectors shall be denoted in the following as MDD-conserving detectors,
where MDD is the abbreviation for mass-density distribution. Possible realizations of
MDD-conserving detectors and estimations for their lifetimes were proposed and dis-
cussed by the author in Ref. [11].
The decisive point in the design of the experiment of Fig. 27 is that the reduction of
the superposition is transferred from the detectors towards the so called Reducer, drawn
in the middle. The Reducer is designed in such a way that it generates the requested
three-dimensional Couplings-Matrix Field E˜kˆlˆ(x): In case the photon is measured at
detector 2 the Reducer’s mass is shifted to the right (detector and Reducer can be
connected e.g. by an electric wire). In case the photon is detected at detector 1 or 3
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Fig. 28 This figure visualizes the set of possible reduction scenarios for the experiment of Fig. 27 and how
they change, if the correlation law of Eq. 68 is applied: Since the three-dimensional Couplings-Matrix Field
shown in the lower part of Fig. 27 has only two non-vanishing couplings (E˜12 ≈ E˜32 6= 0), one gets for the first
decay step in Fig. 28 four cases corresponding to the concurrencies C1 ↔ C2 and C3 ↔ C2. For the second
decay step the four remaining options are manipulated by the correlation always in favor of C2, as shown in
the figure.
a horizontal or vertical electric field is applied to the mass. Since the three Classical
Scenarios corresponding to the photon detections in the three detectors are inside the
Reducer well distinguishable from the wave-function’s point of view, we get a three-
dimensional Couplings-Matrix Field E˜kˆlˆ(x), as shown in the lower part of Fig. 27.
Mathematically the proposed correlation effect can be formulated as follows: For the
case that the concurrency of a state k with a state l was stimulated by a preceding
reduction in favor of l (as indicated in Fig. 26), the transition probabilities of Eqs. 18
change like
∆pk→l = (Ekl/h¯)|cl|2∆t
∆pl→k = (Ekl/h¯)|ck|2∆t
}
⇒
{
∆pk→l = (Ekl/h¯)(|cl|2 + |ck|2)∆t
p˙l→k = 0
, (67)
and the relativistic transitions probabilities of Eq. 45 accordingly
∆pkˆ→lˆ = E˜kˆlˆ(x)d
4x|clˆ|2
∆plˆ→kˆ = E˜kˆlˆ(x)d
4x|ckˆ|2
}
⇒
{
∆pkˆ→lˆ = E˜kˆlˆ(x)d
4x(|clˆ|2 + |ckˆ|2)
∆plˆ→kˆ = 0
. (68)
Results 67 and 68 are the simplest possible formulations for the correlation effect, but are
at the moment sufficient for the discussion of experimental proposals. A more detailed
approach should express a dependency of the correlation strength on the strength of
the stimulating reduction.
Fig. 28 visualizes the set of possible reduction scenarios for the experiment of Fig. 27
and how they change, if the correlation law of Eq. 68 is applied: Since the three-
dimensional Couplings-Matrix Field shown in the lower part of Fig. 27 has only two
non-vanishing couplings (E˜12 ≈ E˜32 6= 0), one gets for the first decay step in Fig. 28
four cases corresponding to the concurrencies C1 ↔ C2 and C3 ↔ C2. For the second
decay step the four remaining options are manipulated by the correlation always in
favor of C2, as shown in the figure.
We turn now to the calculation of the reduction probabilities of the experiment of
Fig. 27 with the assumed correlation law of Eq. 68: Let’s assume for this that the
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Reducer changes the position of its mass abruptly in one step. The Couplings-Matrix
Field of the experiment of Fig. 27 can then be written as
E˜kˆlˆ(x) ≈ Eˆklf(x)H(t− t0) , (69)
where t0 is the time, when the mass is shifted and the function f(x) is only non-vanishing
in the area, in which the shifted and not shifted mass do not overlap (compare also lower
part of Fig. 27).
The correlation law (Eq. 68) implies that the first occurring reduction determines
the Classical Scenario to which the system will finally reduce: If e.g. at Fig. 27 C1
decays in favor of C2, C3 will also decay in favor of C2. This argument is also valid, if
one regards a superposition of more states. With this consideration one can show that
the final reduction probabilities for a Couplings-Matrix Field of the form of Eq. 69 are
approximately given by
pred,∞l ∝

 ∑
k=1,..D
Eˆkl

 |cl|2 , (70)
where the proportional constant can be determined from the normalization
∑ |cl|2 = 1.
The infinity-sign in Eq. 70 indicates that we are referring to the non-relativistic case
(c → ∞). Note that result 70 coincides with Born’s, if all couplings Eˆkl are equal.
Significant changes from Born’s rule occur, if one has couplings structures, like the one
of Fig. 26 or of Fig. 27, in which one state is distinguished from the others, which is in
Fig. 26 the case for state 3 and in Fig. 27 for state 2.
For the experiment of Fig. 27 Eˆkl is given by (compare lower part of Fig. 27)
Eˆkl =


0 Eˆ Eˆ
Eˆ 0 0
Eˆ 0 0

 . (71)
For equal beam intensities of the photon (|cl|2 = |c2|2 = |c3|2 = 13) one gets with Eqs. 70
and 71 the following reduction probabilities for the experiment of Fig. 27:
pred,∞2 = 0.5
pred,∞1 = p
red,∞
3 = 0.25
, (72)
i.e. the reduction probability for detector 2 is significantly increased. The 50% result for
detetector 2 can be verified from the fact that the concurrencies between the Classical
Scenarios C1 and C2 or C3 and C2 lead both with a 50% probability to a decay towards
C2.
Unfortunately the proposed correlations between reductions come in conflict with
faster-than-light signaling: A setup allowing for signal transmissions faster than light
can be constructed by a modification of the experiment in Fig. 27 as follows:
Let’s assume that the Reducer of Fig. 27 can be instantaneously changed in the
way that the signal of detector 1 (instead of 2) triggers the shift of the mass and
that detectors 2 and 3 (instead of 1 and 3) trigger the change of the electric fields. This
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change of the Reducer’s mode leads to a change of the detectors’ detection probabilities.
Since one can read out the detector’s result (by determining the position of its switch)
shortly after the Reducer has reduced the superposition, it is possible to conclude
from the measured reduction probabilities of the detectors on the Reducer’s mode4.
This procedure enables therefore a signal transmission from the Reducer towards the
detectors, which can be faster than light.
Since according to the discussion in Sect. 3.4 it is possible to accept a violation
of Parameter Independence (i.e. faster-than-light signaling), without having to give up
the Lorentz invariance of the dynamics, one could make from the guessed correlation
effect a proposal for faster-than-light signaling. But since there exist so far not any
experimental hints for faster-than-light signaling, the correlation effect shall be analyzed
in the context of the relativistic model from the question, whether faster-than-light
signaling can be avoided. In Sect. 4.3 a physical mechanism will be proposed, which
leads to deviations from Born’s rule without enabling faster-than-light signaling. But the
reader should keep when reading the next sections always in mind that if the correlation
effect would enable faster-than-light signaling it wouldn’t be a knock-out for this effect
from the conceptual point of view.
But before discussing the correlation effect in the relativistic model, the physical
reason why the correlations lead to faster-than-light signaling shall be analyzed in more
detail, which allows to define a constraint for avoiding faster-than-light signaling.
4.2 Signaling Constraint for Correlations
In this section the question is investigated how the proposed correlations have to be
modified to avoid the problem of faster-than-light signaling. This requires to get a
deeper understanding, why the proposed correlations cause this problem. Let’s regard
for this the experiment of Fig. 27 in more detail:
The lower part of Fig. 29 visualizes the two reductions needed to reduce the super-
position of the three Classical Scenarios: The stimulating reduction rstim is triggered
at point xstim. At this reduction the Classical Scenario C3 shall decay in favor of C2.
The second correlated reduction rcorr occurs at xcorr. Due to the correlation effect the
superposition decays here again in favor of C2.
As soon as the point of the correlated reduction xcorr becomes space-like separated
according to the point xstim of the stimulating reduction, one gets a conflict with faster-
than-light signaling. But the constraint to avoid this has to be formulated even more
strictly: Since the Amplitude Field |ciˆ|2(x) changes at reduction not only at xcorr, but
in the whole Impact Area of the reduction Acharcorr , this area has to be covered by the
future light-cone Aflcrstim of xstim: A
cha
rcorr ⊂ Aflcrstim .
4 The determination of the detector’s reduction probabilities requires to perform a series of experiments.
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Fig. 29 This figure and Fig. 30 discuss the correlation constraint of Eq. 76 for the experiment of Fig. 27. It
is assumed that the first occurring reduction (the stimulating reduction rstim) reduces the Classical Scenario
C3 at xstim in favor of C2. The figure shows the future light-cone A
flc
rstim
corresponding to this reduction. The
figure visualizes for the correlated reduction rcorr (occurring at xcorr) the area A
cha∩sla
rcorr (see Eq. 76), which
is defined by the intersection of the space-like area Aslarcorr of rcorr with the Impact Area A
cha
rcorr of rcorr (see
Eq. 75). The Impact Area Acharcorr is restricted to the locations of the Reducer and the detectors 1 and 2, since
the Amplitude Field changes significantly only here by the correlated reduction.
To derive the signaling constraint accurately, we have to introduce a measurement
into our considerations explicitly: This measurement shall be performed at a third
point xmeas. The signal-transmission has then to be regarded between the stimulation
(at xstim) and the measurement (at xmeas). The correlated reduction at xcorr has only
the role of a mediator between stimulation and measurement.
A measurement, performed at a location xmeas, can be specified in our model by a
local change of the Couplings-Matrix Field like5
E˜kˆlˆ(x) ⇒ E˜kˆlˆ(x) + E˜∞kˆlˆ (x)δ(x− xmeas) , (73)
5 The expression E˜∞
kˆlˆ
(x) depends on x, since the dimension D of the Couplings-Matrix Field E˜kˆlˆ(x) is
location dependent.
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Fig. 30 This figure shows in addition to Fig. 29 the relevant reduction waves inside the area Acha∩slarcorr , which
areWfather (the ReductionWave triggering the stimulating reduction at xstim) andWstim (the ReductionWave
corresponding to the stimulating reduction). Diagram a shows the case, at which the correlated reduction occurs
shortly after the stimulating reduction. Here the signaling constraint of Eq. 76 is not satisfied. At diagram b
the correlated reduction occurs at a later point in time. Here the signaling constraint of Eq. 76 is satisfied.
where E˜∞
kˆlˆ
(x) is defined by
E˜∞
kˆlˆ
(x) =∞(1− δkˆlˆ) . (74)
This definition of measurement forces a reduction of a superposition at each time,
when a Reduction Wave passes the point xmeas. From this follows that we need not
to regard situations, where xmeas is located in the past light-cone of xcorr, since a
reduction at xmeas overrules the correlated reduction at xcorr. We can therefore restrict
the formulation of the signaling constraint to the space-like area Aslarcorr of xcorr. This
means that the intersection of the Impact Area Acharcorr of the correlated reduction with
the space-like area Aslarcorr of xcorr:
Acha∩slarcorr = A
cha
rcorr ∩ Aslarcorr (75)
has to be covered by the future light-cone of xstim: A
cha∩sla
rcorr ⊂ Aflcrstim6. Since a signal
transmission from the stimulation point xstim towards the measurement point xmeas is
only possible, if a Reduction Wave passes the measurement point xmeas, it is sufficient
to regard at the signaling constraint the Reduction Waves r inside the area Acha∩slarcorr .
This leads to the following final result for the signaling constraint:
Acha∩slarcorr ∩
( ⋃
r
Wr(tRcorr)
)
⊂ Aflcrstim , (76)
where tRcorr , is the tR-time, when the correlated reduction rcorr is triggered at xcorr.
Figs. 29 and 30 visualize, how the signaling constraint of Eq. 76 works for the exper-
iment of Fig. 27. The lower part of Fig. 29 visualizes the area Acha∩slarcorr corresponding
6 The abbreviations ”sla” and ”flc” stand for space-like area and future light-cone.
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to the correlated reduction. The two diagrams of Fig. 30 show additionally the relevant
Reduction Waves inside this area. For the experiment of Fig. 27 they are Wfather, which
is the Reduction Wave triggering the stimulating reduction at xstim, and Wstim, which
is the Reduction Wave corresponding to the stimulating reduction7. At Fig. 30a the
signaling constraint is violated, since relevant parts of Wfather are outside the future
light-cone of xstim. At Fig. 30b, at which it is assumed that the correlated reduction
occurs at a later point in time, the signaling constraint is satisfied.
This example shows that the proposed correlations can only occur, if we have a
slow reducing system: In a fast reducing system, i.e. the stimulating and the correlated
reduction occur shortly after each other (which is the case in Fig. 30a), the correlation
constraint is not satisfied.
4.3 Correlations in the Relativistic Model
The proposed correlations between reductions shall now be investigated in the context
of the relativistic model. This shall be done for the experiment of Fig. 27.
Fig. 31 shows what happens in this experiment from the Reduction Wave’s point of
view (diagram a)) and compares this with the situation in the experiment of Fig. 19
(diagram b)). Diagram a) shows the amounts of the Amplitude Fields’ components of
the father Reduction Wave Wfather (causing at xstim a decay of the Classical Scenario
C3 in favor of C2) and the stimulating Reduction Wave Wstim, which was created by
Wfather at xstim (compare Fig. 30). Diagram b) shows the same for the Reduction Waves
W0 and W1 of the experiment of Fig. 19, when they have reached the second detector
(compare diagram d) of Fig. 20).
The difference between the experiments is that in the three detector experiment
of Fig. 27 the stimulating Reduction Wave Wstim has only one component referring
to the Classical Scenario C2 of the concurrency C2 ↔ C1 (see insert of Fig. 31a),
whereas the Reduction Waves W0 and W1 of the experiment of Fig. 19 have both two
components, referring to both Classical Scenarios of the concurrency C2.1 ↔ C2.2 (see
insert of Fig. 31b). The difference is due to the fact that at the experiment of Fig. 27
the two-dimensional Amplitude Field (visualized in the insert of Fig. 31a) is the result
of a reduction of the three-dimensional Amplitude Field (shown in the lower part of
Fig. 27), whereas the two-dimensional Amplitude Field in Fig. 31b is the result of a
splitting of the Classical Scenario C2 into the Classical Scenarios C2.1 and C2.2 due to
the unitary evolution (compare experiment of Fig. 19).
From this one can argue that the proposed correlations and the compliance of the
necessary signaling constraint could have the following physical origin:
An important aspect for the following argumentation is to be aware that a reduction
is a non-local event changing the Amplitude Field in the reduction’s Impact Area Achar
7 The Reduction Wave corresponding to the correlated reduction has not to be regarded, since it occurs after
the correlated reduction is triggered.
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Fig. 31 This figure compares the Reduction Waves’ Amplitude Fields of the experiments of Fig. 27 and
Fig. 19. Diagram a) shows the father Reduction Wave Wfather and the stimulating Reduction Wave Wstim of
the experiment of Fig. 27 (compare Fig. 30) . Diagram b) shows accordingly the Reduction Waves W0 and W1
of the experiment of Fig. 19, when they have reached the second detector (compare diagram d) of Fig. 20).
The difference between the experiments is that the stimulating Reduction Wave Wstim of the experiment of
Fig. 27 has one component referring only to the Classical Scenario C2 of the concurrency C2 ↔ C1, whereas
the Reduction Waves W0 and W1 have both two components, referring to both Classical Scenarios of the
concurrency C2.1 ↔ C2.2.
abruptly. In Section 4.2 it was shown that this Impact Area of the correlated reduction
rcorr can be restricted to the space-like area A
cha∩sla
rcorr according to the reduction point
xcorr (and even to only the Reduction Waves inside this area).
The idea for the occurrence of correlations is now that the Amplitude Field has to be
manipulated somehow on the whole area Acha∩slarcorr to enable a stimulation of the decay
direction of the concurrency C2 ↔ C1 in favor of C2. This manipulation could be done
by the stimulating Reduction Wave Wstim, since its Amplitude Field is referring to the
Classical Scenario C2 only.
To formulate this idea mathematically we introduce the so called stimulation area
Astimr of a Reduction Wave r, which is defined as the area, which the Reduction Wave
has covered at a time tR:
Astimr (tR) = A
cha
r ∩ {0 ≤ |x− xr| ≤ ctR − ctRr} , (77)
where tRr is the time corresponding to the birth point xr of the Reduction Wave r.
From the above idea it follows that the decay direction of the correlated reduction can
only be manipulated, if the area Acha∩slarcorr (or more concrete the Reduction Waves inside
this area) are fully covered by the stimulation area of the stimulating Reduction Wave
Astimrstim at the time tRcorr , when the correlated reduction takes place. The mathematical
formulation of this is
Acha∩slarcorr ∩
( ⋃
r
Wr(tRcorr)
)
⊂ Astimrstim(tRcorr) . (78)
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This physical condition satisfies automatically the signaling constraint of Eq. 76.
This section shall end with a calculation how the reduction probabilities of Eqs. 72
(predicted for the experiment of Fig. 27 with the non-relativistic model) change due to
the derived physical condition of Eq. 78. Let’s assume that all three detectors in the
experiment of Fig. 27 have the same distance dDet↔Red to the Reducer and that the
extension of the Reducer is small compared to dDet↔Red. From this one gets after some
calculation the following change for the result of Eq. 70
predl = p
born
l + (p
red,∞
l − pbornl )e−dDet↔Red/cτRed , (79)
where pbornl is defined by
pbornl = |cl|2 . (80)
The introduced time constant τRed is the Reducer’s decay-time, which is a measure how
long the Reducer can stay in the superposition of the shifted and not shifted mass. The
time constant τRed is given by (compare Eqs. 69 and 71)
1
τRed
≈
∫
d3xcE˜f(x) . (81)
Result 79 shows that the reduction probabilities approach to Born’s rule with increasing
distance dDet↔Red between Reducer and detector.
Although the correlation effect can’t be derived as a direct consequence of the rel-
ativistic reduction model, the considerations in Sections 4.1 - 4.3 should have shown
that the discussed correlations could be a feature of nature. But to substantiate this
thesis it is necessary to find to answer on the question, why the correlation effect was
so far not observed in any quantum mechanical experiment. This will be the topic of
the next section.
4.4 Why Correlations Can’t be Observed in Usual Quantum Mechanical
Experiments
The question of this section requires to analyze the way how quantum physicists typi-
cally measure reduction probabilities of quantum superpositions. The experiments can
be divided into two categories: Experiments using active detectors and experiments
using passive detectors.
For experiments using active detectors the situation is as follows: Since an active
detector has only the choice between to detect or not to detect a particle, one has
concerning the Couplings-Matrix Field E˜kˆlˆ(x) inside a detector the concurrency of only
two bundles of Classical Scenarios corresponding to the two cases (compare for this
e.g. the lower part of Fig. 9). Since according to the discussion in Section 4.1 a two
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dimensional Couplings-Matrix Field can’t lead to correlations, deviations from Born’s
rule are not possible.
The situation at experiments with passive detectors (e.g. films, cloud chambers etc.)
is similar. The experiment of Fig. 9 can be modified towards a model for a passive
detection device as follows: If one splits the photon beam of the experiment into an
infinite number of beams, where the photon is detected at each beam by an own de-
tector, one gets a model for the position measurement of a photon with e.g. a film.
The chemical reactions in the film detecting the photon’s position can be imagined as
tiny detectors changing the positions of small masses locally. Here the dimension of the
Couplings-Matrix Field E˜kˆlˆ(x) is inside these detectors also only two-dimensional, since
at the location x the Classical Scenarios corresponding to cases, at which the photon is
measured at any other location, are indistinguishable and have to be bundled together.
The result of this section that usual quantum mechanical experiments are blind for
the correlation effect remains valid, even if one does not assume that the Classical
Scenarios corresponding to detections at other detectors can’t be bundled together.
Assume e.g. that in the experiment of Fig. 9 the detectors 2 and 3 are so close to
detector 1 that their Classical Scenarios are distinguishable inside this detector. In
this case the superposition will decay in two steps, which can lead in principle to
correlations. Since the decay rates of detectors are normally very high (the analysis in
Ref. [11] showed that one gets decay rates typically much bigger than 109s−1), the steps
will occur shortly after each other. The discussion in Section 4.2 showed that for such
fast reducing superpositions the correlation constraint of Eq. 76 is not satisfied (see
discussion according to Fig. 30).
The result of this section, that correlations do not occur at usual quantum mechanical
experiments, rises the question, whether it is possible to design suitable setups for their
verification, which will be the subject of the next section.
4.5 Experimental Proposal
The challenge for a realization of the thought experiment of Fig. 27 is to construct
a detector, which contributes to the decay of the quantum superposition as little as
possible. This is achieved, when the detector changes at the detection process its mass-
density-distribution as little as possible (MDD-conserving detector). This requires to
control at detection all processes, which can lead to position changes of the detector’s
atoms. The analysis of the author in Ref. [11] showed that such changes can lead to
significant decay rates of the detector, even if these changes are only in the order of a
fraction of an angstrom.
In Ref. [11] the author proposed also a realization for a MDD-conserving detector.
The upper detector drawn in Fig. 32 explains the idea:
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Fig. 32 Experimental proposal for the thought experiment of Fig. 27. The photon detectors of Fig. 27 are
realized with avalanche photodiodes (APD) biased above their breakdown voltage. The voltage change at the
capacitors (due to the avalanche current in the photodiodes) is used to steer the Reducer. The shift of the
Reducer’s mass is realized with help of a piezo control.
The photon is measured with an avalanche photodiode (APD) biased by the capacitor
C above its breakdown voltage (Geiger mode). In case a photon enters the APD, the
capacitor’s voltage drops by some amount due to the avalanche current. This voltage
drop can be read out later after the superposition is completely reduced (see voltage
meter in the figure, which can be connected to the capacitor by the switches). The
voltage at the capacitor represents quasi the persistent switch in the detectors of Fig. 27
storing the measurement’s result. In the authors proposal further enhancements for the
detector were proposed, e.g. to operate them in the so called gated mode to improve
the APD’s quantum efficiency and dark count probability.
The question, whether the predicted deviations from Born’s rule can be detected with
the setup of Fig. 32, requires to estimate the detector’s decay time, i.e. how long the
detector can stay in the superposition of ”photon detected” and ”photon not detected”.
In Ref. [11] a set of equations was derived to estimate the lifetimes of solid states in
quantum superpositions, where the solid’s quantum states are shifted by small distances
∆x against each other. The analysis in Ref. [11] yielded that it is possible to keep the
shifts ∆x occurring in the resistor and the photodiode below 10−13m and the shifts in
the capacitor even below 10−15m. From these shifts one can estimate with the derived
set of formulas the detector’s decay rate. It was shown that it should be possible to
design detectors with decay rates, which are lower than 1/τDet ≈ 105s−1.
The shift of the rigid mass inside the Reducer is realized at the proposal of Fig. 32
with a piezo control8, which is steered by the capacitors voltage. The electric fields
inside the Reducer are simply applied with help of capacitors. The Reducer’s decay
8 Detectors using piezo controls to enforce reductions by the shift of masses were already used by Salart et
al. [10]
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rate 1/τRed can be calculated from the shift of its rigid mass with help of the equations
derived in Ref. [11]. To satisfy the signaling constraint one has to satisfy according
Eq. 79 the relation 1/τRed << c/dDet↔Red. Further the decay of the entire superposition
has to be dominated by the Reducer instead of the detectors (i.e. 1/τRed >> 1/τDet).
Both conditions lead to
1
τDet
<<
1
τRed
<<
c
dDet↔Red
. (82)
For dDet↔Red = 30cm one gets c/dDet↔Red ≈ 109s−1, i.e. that the Reducer’s decay
rate 1/τRed has to be adjusted between 10
5s−1 and 109s−1. In Ref. [11] it was shown
that decay rates of 109s−1 and lower can be realized with piezo controlled Reducers.
That means that a verification of the correlation effect is feasible with current state
of the art technology.
4.6 Outlook to Biology
From the fact that correlations have no relevance for usual quantum mechanical experi-
ments one might ask, whether they play any role in nature. To answer this question it is
helpful to have a closer look at the regime, where the correlations lead to the strongest
deviations from Born’s rule.
This is the case, when the Couplings-Matrix Field E˜kˆlˆ(x) has a structure like the
one shown in Fig. 33. Such a couplings structure occurs, when the distinguished state
differs from all others by its mass-density distribution.
Since gravity-induced quantum state reduction predicts for a superposed sphere of
water with a diameter of 1µm a life-time in the order of seconds, when the superposed
spheres are far separated from each other [4], a biological cell, which has a size of this
order, should emerge into a highly entangled superposition of many states. Origins for
Fig. 33 Structure of the Couplings-Matrix Field E˜kˆlˆ(x), which leads to the strongest possible deviations from
Born’s rule. In case the first occurring reduction decays in favor of the state in the center, the concurrencies
of this state with all others will be stimulated in favor of it. Due to the following cascade of reductions its
amplitude increases exponentially with time (Eq. 83).
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such state splittings could be e.g. spontaneous mutations of the cell’s DNA molecules
initiated by quantum tunneling processes of protons (see Lo¨wdin two-step model for
mutations [37]).
For identical amplitudes (|ci|2 = 1n) Eq. 70 predicts for the reduction probability of
the distinguished state at the center of Fig. 33 a value of pdist = 0.5, independently
from n. This 50% result comes again from the fact that the first reduction, whether it
decays in favor towards the distinguished state or not, determines the decay directions
of all following reductions, as indicated in Fig. 33. At this scenario the amplitude of the
distinguished state (which is at the beginning very small |cdist|2 = 1n) increases due to
the cascade of reductions at the beginning exponentially like
|cdist|2 ∝ et/τCell , (83)
where τCell is the cell’s decay time, which can be determined analogous to the Reducer’s
decay time τRed (Eq. 81) like
1
τCell
≈
∫
d3xcE˜f(x) , (84)
where the Couplings-Matrix Field was assumed to have the same structure as the one
of Eq. 71, but with a higher dimension.
The signaling constraint of Eq. 76 requires that the condition dCell/τCell << c has
to be satisfied, where dCell is the diameter of the cell. Since the above mentioned cal-
culation predicts superposition life-times in cells, which are much bigger than seconds,
this condition is very well satisfied.
This effect, which might be denoted as selective reduction, could become of interest
for biology. It enables a cell to reduce after the production of a big number of superposed
states (corresponding e.g. to different types of DNA molecules) to the best one, which
distinguishes from all others by its mass-density distribution. This state could e.g.
be distinguished from the others by the fact that the enzymes produced by its DNA
molecules are able to catalyze chemical reactions enabling the cell to move and to change
by this its mass-density distribution. In Ref. [11] selective reduction was also used to
discuss mutation effects of cells.
4.7 Final Remarks
Although the correlation effect couldn’t be derived straightforward out of the relativistic
reduction model, the considerations in this section should have shown that correlations
between reductions could be a feature of nature, which deserves it to be checked exper-
imentally.
As long as it is not possible to derive the correlations directly out the model’s ap-
proach, which could be a result of the model’s next generation, the effects and results
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presented in this section should be understood as a coarse guideline for an experimental
program. To have a realistic chance to discover regimes with different behavior from
Born’s rule, the experimental program has to be put on a broad basis checking many
options also beside the predictions of this work.
In case that the existence of correlations were verified, it would be possible to design
new experiments that allow to verify the predictions of gravity-induced quantum state
reduction, amongst others also the key-question how much mass can be involved in a
superposition, before it decays naturally by state reduction. This would be an interest-
ing alternative to the existing experimental proposals [5,6,7]. From the discussion in
Sect. 3.4 - that one can accept a violation of Parameter Independence without having
to give up the Lorentz invariance of the dynamics - it follows that one should check
then the correlations also from the signaling point of view.
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